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1960-1967

Modify voltage from
110 volts to 220 volts and
MEA was responsible for
replacing all electrical
appliances in households
to be applicable to
220 volts of electricity

1958

Establishment of
Metropolitan Electricity
Authority
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Dedicated and
Committed to
Becoming the
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(Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition and
Energy Management System)
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Electrical Wiring
under the Chao
Phraya River
Nothing can conquer
great effort in continuing
the mission of distributing
sufficient electricity to
meet the needs.
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60 Year of MEA and Sustainable Development

1998
1993

ONE-STOP
SERVICE CENTER

All questions
concerning
electricity are
responded at
any time

2021 onwards

Leveraging beyond tomorrow
Electrical Energy for the Future

1994
- Advancement by GIS
- Intelligent building

2016
MEA SMART LIFE
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Message from
the Governer
(102-14)

60 Years of MEA
Leveraging
beyond tomorrow
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Message from the Governer

Change exists in everything so does in the
Metropolitan Electricity Authority. We are becoming
a 60-year-old organization. Over the past years, our
organization has accumulated experience as well as
skills and transferred expertise and competence from
generation to generation. Adjustment of views and
changes in work processes for electricity management
to keep pace with change in order to meet the highest
customer needs. Challenges and strategic opportunities include changes in electrical energy technology
(Disruptive Technologies), changes in government
policies, liberalization, electricity structures, etc.

To accommodate various threats, we
have adapted and implemented both long-term
plans and yearly strategic plans. Such plans
include Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Strategic Plan 2017-2021 (1 st Revision),
the 12th Electric Power Distribution System
Improvement and Expansion Plan (2017-2021),
Information Technology and Communication
System (ICT) Master Plan, MEA’s Smart Grid
Plan (2017-2036), Replacement of Overhead
Lines by Underground Cables Plan (2016-2025)
in order to support an ASEAN hub, Join Metro
Project, Human Resource Development Plan
to keep pace with changes in 2017-2021 in
order to address various threats and drive
strategic objectives to achieve the goals and
the visions.
In 2017, the Metropolitan Electricity
Authority announced to be “the MetGE:
METRO GRID ENABLER” who provides advice
and licenses for device connection such as a
connection between chargers for electric cars,
solar panel system and other technologies
with the Metropolitan Electricity Authority’s
electricity distribution system, especially in
Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Samut Prakarn. It is
ready to respond to Disruptive Technologies,
Start Up and Digital Economy promotion in
order to integrate with Smart Metro, which
steers Thailand towards being ASEAN
Metropolis in response to Thailand 4.0 Policy.

In the future, the Metropolitan Electricity Authority will be
offering MEA EV Application for electric vehicles developed from
a Metropolitan Electricity Authority vehicle charging station.
The application usage is divided into two types. The first part is
for those who use electric cars. Each function is useful to a driver;
for example; a driver can find nearby charging stations and
empty charging heads immediately; there is a service for reserving
a charging head in advance for faster service; there is a payment
system available on a smartphone through a wide range of
channels; there is a function to show a location and a vehicle
energy analysis status or remote electric vehicle control system
to control a car without self-driving. Another part is for facilitating
an operator to request electricity for charging stations. A request
can be filed via an application for the Metropolitan Electricity
Authority to check and a request result will be informed to a
customer effectively. There is a map showing where a request
is filed for a charging station and an approved location.
The Metropolitan Electricity Authority is ready to move
toward the future with the commitment to improve sustainable
and reliable electricity system through the excellent service for
social, community and environmental responsibility.

(Mr. Chaiyong Puapongsakorn)
Governor of Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Sustainability Reporting Practices
(102-46, 102-49,102-50,102-51,102-52, 102-54)

The Metropolitan Electricity Authority prepared the sustainability report on a yearly basis for the 5th
consecutive year to disseminate corporate information, management approach and operational results
from work processes of the departments within the organization covering economic, environmental and
social dimensions, excluding other joint venture.
This Report has been prepared in accordance with the GRI Standards : Core option. The content of the
report discloses information between 1 January - 31 December 2017 according to Material Topics from the
perspective of stakeholders and the organization. The process of making the content disclosed in this
report is as follows.

Step 1 Identification

Step 2 Prioritization

The MEA gathered and identified sustainability
topics relevant to MEA (MEA relevant topics) from relevant electric topics. Examination of sustainability topics
was based on the operational context of the organization,
expectations of stakeholders involved and the relevant
sustainability context that may affect current and future
business operations from domestic and foreign sources
such as:
• SDGs: Sustainable Development Goals
• Factors that may affect future electricity business such
as Disruptive Technology
• MEA’s sustainability Plan
• Results of the interviews with the executives on the
matters related to sustainability such as direction of
MEA’s sustainability operation
• Results of survey on expectations and needs of various
stakeholders such as customers, regulatory agency
• Etc.

This step identifies the MEA’s material topics.
Consideration was based on the levels that the
stakeholders emphasize and the importance of
economic, environmental and social impacts from the
organization’s operations. Also, Topic Boundaries
were considered through workshop of representatives from relevant departments for making the
annual sustainability report 2017.
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Sustainability Reporting Practices

Step 3 Validation
The Senior Executives jointly commented on
and approved the MEA’s material topics for disclosure
in the annual sustainability report 2017. The objective
is to ensure that such topics are complete, valid, and
consistent with expectations of stakeholders inside
and outside the organization.

MEA material topics (102-47)
High

11 3
14 6
15

5
2

Impotance to the stakeholders

1
9
4

18

10
17

Social

Economic

12 8

13

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Economic Performance
Anti-corruption
Availability and Reliability
Research and Development
Disaster / Emergency
planning and response Society

6.
7.
8.
9.

Energy
Water
Emissions
Effluents and Waste

7

Environment
17

Low

High

10. Employment
11. Occupational Health
and Safety
12. Training and Education
13. Local Communities
14. Customer Health and Safety
15. Marketing and Labelling
16. Customer Privacy and Data
Security
17. Access
18. Provision of Information

Importance to economic, social and
environmental operations of MEA

Step 4 Review
Reliability of the sustainability report (102-56)
The process of gathering and acquiring
information to produce the content disclosed in the
annual sustainability report 2017 was reviewed and
verified for validity, completeness within the reporting
year by the executives responsible for various
departments systematically (Internal Assurance).
Additionally, the MEA had got the specialized external
agency to approve the reporting process (external
Assurance) to increase the reliability of the sustainability report.

Method of communicating the reporting
content to various stakeholders (Communication) (EU24)
The MEA has disseminated the sustainability
report in various forms according to the characteristics
of stakeholders such as book and corporate website
(www.mea.or.th) which has been updated according
to criteria for assessment, development and
improvement of Web Accessibility to help facilitate the
disabled’s access and universal and fair utilization in
accordance with WCAG 2.0 of W3C from the Ministry
of Digital Economy and Society.

Method of enhancing the quality of reporting
in the next year
The MEA has allowed all stakeholders to express
their views on the sustainability report for the year 2017
(e.g. completeness of sustainability topics, difficulty–
ease of language usage) through several channels, i.e.
questionnaire at the end of the report or MEA website.
Such comments will be collected in the first quarter of
next year and will be used to develop and enhance the
reporting process in line with the needs/expectations
of stakeholders for the next report.
For more information (102-53) please contact
Corporate Social Responsibility Department,
Metropolitan Electricity Authority
30 Soi Chidlom, Pleonchit Road, Lumpini,
Patumwan, Bangkok 10330
Email: suttirat.su@mea.or.th
Phone +66-2256-3538, +66-2256-3000, ext. 3534, 3941, 4554
Please scan QR Code
to send feedback or
comment about this report.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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Material topics of the Metropolitan Electricity Authority in the year 2017
Topics Boundaries
(102-46)(103-1)

MEA
Material InTopics side
(102-47)

Reasons why topics
are material

Outside

MEA Sup Trade Coopera
plier part- tion
ner partner

Po
licy Cus Peoregu tomer ple
lator

(103-1)

Management
Evaluation
approach and
of the
operating results management
(103-2)
approach
(103-3)

/

/

Good and effective corporate management Part : Corporate
system contributes to satisfactory perfor- Governance
mance and helps to distribute economic
value to stakeholders appropriately such
as payment to the government sector in
full and on time.

Through MEA’s
strategic
preparation
process

GRI 205
/		/			 /
Anticorruption

/

Ethical, transparent and verifiable operations
are the organization’s practices that help
reduce the likelihood and severity of
corruption in work processes of the
organization. As a result, internal and
external losses that may arise from such
case can be reduced.

Part : Corporate
Governance
Part : Risk
management
and business
opportunity

Through work
process of the
mission of all
MEA’s departments

/

Electricity is the basic utility needed for the Part : Reliable Through work
living of all people. As power distribution power system process of the
provider in three provinces, MEA is commission of all
mitted to operating to make electrical
MEA’s departsystem reliable with the ability to deliver
ments
electricity to customers and people
smoothly and continuously.

GRI 201
Economic
Performance

/

/

/

/

/

(201-1)

(205-1),
(205-3)
/					/
G4 - EU
Availability
and Reliability

(former EU6)
G4 - EU
/			 /
Research and
Development

(former EU8)
G4 - EU
/					/
Disaster /
Emergency
Planning and
Response
(former
EU21)
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Technological advances and the context Part : Reliable Through MEA’s
of electricity business have changed power system strategic
rapidly. So the organization needs to invent,
preparation
develop and improve its work processes
process
and innovations to enhance corporate
competitiveness in accordance with the
changing context and improve the ability
to supply electricity and service efficiency.

/

Sustainability Reporting Practices

/

Efficient and fast recovery of electrical Part : Reliable Through work
system in case of disaster and emergency power system process of the
that may affect the stability of distribution
mission of all
system and service helps reduce and limit
MEA’s departpotential damage to customers and the
ments
general public.Therefore, the organization
puts emphasis on preparing for handling
such situations.

Topics Boundaries
MEA
Material
Topics
(102-47)

GRI 302
Energy

(302-1)
GRI 303
Waterand
effluents :
2018

(303-5)
GRI 305
Emissions

(102-46)(103-1)

Inside

Outside

MEA Sup Trade Coopera
plier part- tion
ner partner

/

/

/

/

/

Po
licy Cus Peoregu tomer ple
lator

/

/

(103-1)

/ Energy is exhaustible natural resources and
causes air pollution from burning, which is
a major cause of climate change. Therefore,
as national energy agency, MEA is committed to managing energy efficiency within
the organization. Emphasis is put on the
use of renewable energy, which protects
the environment and helps save energy
costs for the organization.
/						/ Water is exhaustible natural resources.
Many areas domestically and abroad are
facing drought, floods and not good water
enough for consumption. So, MEA focuses
on efficient water management, which is
the overall environmental protection and
helps save costs for the organization.
/

/

Evaluation
Management
of the
approach and
operating results management
approach
(103-2)
(103-3)

Reasons why topics
are material

/

/

/

(305-1,
305-2,
305-3)
/				 /

/

Through work
Part : Social
and Environ- process of the
mental concern mission of all
MEA’s departments and
the operation
based on Green
Office

/ Air pollution, especially greenhouse gas is Part : Social
a major cause of climate change in the and Environworld. These emissions partly come from mental concern
combustion of fuel in various vehicles and
power consumption. As national energy
agency, so MEA focuses on reducing
greenhouse gas emissions from its activities. This helps reduce the impact of climate
change at national level and globally.

/ The problem of incorrect effluent and
waste management according to technical
principles has negative impact on the
environment as a whole. Therefore, MEA
focuses on the management of effluent
and waste/ hazardous waste generated by
business operation to mitigate the impact
(306-2)
of such problem.
/				/		/ Employees play an important role in driving
GRI 401
the organization to achieve its current and
Employment
future goals. So, personnel management to
be ready quantitatively and qualitatively in
line with job description at various times
and retention of quality staff are one factor
(401-1,
in strengthening the organization.
EU15)
GRI 306
Effluents
and Waste

Through work
Part : Social
and Environ- process of the
mental concern mission of all
MEA’s departments and
the operation
based on Green
Office

Through MEA’s
strategic
preparation
process

Through work
Part : Social
and Environ- process of the
mental concern mission of all
MEA’s departments and
the operation
based on Green
Office
Part : Excellent Through work
process of the
service
mission of all
MEA’s departments

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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Topics Boundaries
MEA
Material
Topics

(102-46)(103-1)

Inside

Reasons why topics
are material

Outside

Management
Evaluation
approach and
of the
operating results management
(103-2)
approach
(103-3)

(103-1)
Po
MEA Sup Trade Coopera licy Cus Peoplier part- tion regu tomer ple
ner partner lator
/					/
/ Establishment of clear standards and Part : Excellent
GRI 403
Occupation
practices on health and safety with strict service
Health and
control can help reduce the cause of
Safety : 2018
insecurity both from health and environmental context, which affects the lives
and property of employees, customers
and people.
(403-1)
(102-47)

Through work
process of the
mission of all
MEA’s departments

/			 /

/

Knowledgeable, competent staff with Part : Excellent
specific skills relevant to current and service
future jobs is an important factor in
driving the organization to achieve
its specified goals. Therefore, the
development and enhancement of staff’s
capabilities in line with such context
arenecessary for the organization’s
competitiveness, especially when the
organization must respond to changes in
the business environment.

Through work
process of the
mission of all
MEA’s departments

/					/
GRI 413
Local
Communities

/

The operation of electricity distribution Part : Social
business is related to the general public and and Environthe communities in service areas. Creating mental concern
and maintaining good relationships with
the communities around the operational
areas are central to successful work. Lack
of cooperation of people in such areas may
have an impact, make the projects delayed
or unable to continue, which can affect
the overall society. As a result, MEA puts
emphasis on building good relationships
with the people, communities and stakeholders in the areas of responsibility;

Through MEA’s
strategic
preparation
process

/

Health and safety of customers are Part : Excellent
important that the organization focuses on. service
Examination is systematical throughout
the business process cycle, including
product design and service. The objective is to ensure that the organization
will be able to eliminate or mitigate
the potential impact of operational
processes that may affect the lives and
property of customers.

Through work
process of the
mission of all
MEA’s departments

GRI 404
Training
and
Education

/

/

(404-1)

(413-1)
GRI 416
Customer
Health and
Safety

/					/

(416-1,
EU25)
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Topics Boundaries
MEA
Material
Topics
(102-47)

(102-46)(103-1)

Inside

Reasons why topics
are material

Outside

MEA Sup Trade Coopera
plier part- tion
ner partner

Po
licy Cus Peoregu tomer ple
lator

/

/

Fair and responsible marketing com- Part : Excellent Through work
munication with accurate and adequate service
process of the
information enables the customers,
mission of all
people and stakeholders to gain
MEA’s departaccess to corporate product information
ments
correctly.

/					/

/

Privacy and security of customer data Part : Reliable Through MEA’s
are the basic rights of the customers to power system strategic
receive. Therefore, the organization
process
strictly complies with the laws, regulations
and standards regarding the protection
of personal information of customers.
The objective is to ensure that there is
no risk of leakage of customer privacy
information.

/					/

/

Enabling people to access electricity and Part : Reliable Through work
related services easily contributes to power system process of the
improving the quality of life of people and
mission of all
society as a whole. It also supportsease of
MEA’s departdoing business from various forms of
ments
investment.

/

MEA focuses on all stakeholders by Part : Excellent Through work
presenting information relevant to the service
process of the
organization and its processes in diverse
mission of all
forms suitable for various stakeholders,
MEA’s departe.g. a process to request - cancelelecments
tricity consumption and security.

GRI 417
/				 /
Marketing
and Labeling
(417-2)
GRI 418
Customer
Privacy
and Data
Security

(418-1)
G4-EU
Access
(former
EU23, EU28,
EU29)
G4-EU
/
Provision of
Information
(former
EU24)

(103-1)

Evaluation
Management
of the
approach and
operating results management
approach
(103-2)
(103-3)

/

/

/

/

/

MEA’s Strategic Preparation Process
The MEA’s operations through enterprise plan are performed by senior
executives and relevant departments to jointly prepare / review the plan every year.
The process starts by the meeting: Management Preview to determine the policy and
direction of the organization,review the vision / mission / values and formulate the
strategies, goals and indicators to meet the challenges that arise. Strategic
advantage / opportunities are also utilized to develop a strategic plan to drive
the organization so as to achieve its goals and vision. In the last step, senior
leaders and relevant departments jointly review performance and effectiveness
for improving operation sin the next year.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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About MEA
(102-1, 102-5)

The Metropolitan Electricity Authority (MEA) is an energy utility-type state enterprise under the Ministry
of Interior. It was established on August 1, 1958 according to the Metropolitan Electricity Authority Act 1958
(B.E. 2501). The objectives of establishment are to acquire and distribute electricity and run electricity business
as well as other businesses related or beneficial to MEA.
MEA has business licenses from the Energy Regulatory Commission (ERC) according to The Energy
Industry Act B.E. 2550 including an Electricity Distribution System License and an Electricity Distribution License.
At present, the organizational structure is divided into
10 lines of work, 57 departments (56 divisions and 1 office).
Organizational
Structure

MEA Service Areas

More Information
about MEA

(102-4)

Location (102-3)

Head Office
30 Soi Chidlom, Pleonchit Road, Lumpini,
Patumwan, Bangkok 10330
Tel: +662-254-9550

12

Service Units (102-4)

5

10
11

16 17

4
7

13 6

1
2

9

3
8
15 18

14
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About MEA

18 District Electricity Authority Offices in
3 provinces: Bangkok, Nonthaburi and
Samut Prakarn
1. Wat Liab
2. Khlong Toei
3. Yan Nawa
4. Sam Sen
5. Bang Khen
6. Lat Phrao
7. Thon Buri
8. Rat Burana
9. Bang Khun Thian

10. Nonthaburi
11. Bang Yai
12. Bang Bua Thong
13. Bang Kapi
14. Samut Prakan
15. Bang Phli
16. Min Buri
17. Lat Krabang
18. Prawet

Products and Services
(102-2, 102-4, 102-6, 102-7)

Core Business
MEA distributes electrical energy in
3 provinces in Thailand including Bangkok,
Nonthaburi and Samut Prakarn (102-4) with
a total area of 3,192 square meters through
the power distribution system, including
terminal station, substation, transmission
line system, feeder system and low-voltage
system. Electric power is converted to high
voltage, medium voltage and low voltage. The
objective is to deliver electric power to various
places according to demand for electricity of
each customer type.

Service-Related Business and Power Quality
• Electrical Design and Installation
• Design and Installation of Air Conditioning System
• Energy management
• Design and Installation of Lights
• Design, Installation and Maintenance of Solar Rooftop System
• International Services such as electrical work in overseas
countries, economic zones and industrial estates and
international cooperation organizations
• Design, Construction and Maintenance of transmission line
equipment, terminal station, etc.
• Power System Consulting Services
• Training Services for Power Distribution System
• Power Distribution System Management Service is a service
for controlling, monitoring, analyzing and formulating a plan
for effective power distribution

“MEA focuses on the development of effective and sufficient power distribution system to
meet the need of the country and emphasizes on building partnership, developing related business
and taking social and environmental responsibility.”

Electricity consumers

Number of employees

Classified by electrical needs,
expectations and characteristics

(102-7, 102-8)

A total employees of 8,290

(102-6, EU3)

Total electricity consumers : 3,703,312
Government and
Industrial Groups non-profit organizations
46,529 10,256
Business
Groups
423,511

Male

6,073

Female

Contract employees

2,217

1,020

Data as of Dec. 31, 2017

Electric Wiring System
(EU4)

A total electric wiring system of 50,464.87 kilometer-circuit
Overhead power lines (Low voltage: 12kV and 24 kV)
47,498.80 kilometer- circuit
Residential Groups
3,223,016

The proportion of electricity users to
employees is 447 users per one employee.

Underground cables (Low voltage: 12kV and 24 kV)
2,966.07 kilometer-circuit

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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Direction of MEA
(102-16)

Vision

Corporate Talent

Mission

Culture

To become an international leading
organization in the electric power business.
1) To conduct business with quality,
reliable and safe power distribution
system.
2) To serve with proactive service in
customer oriented.
3) To develop and increase the competitive competencies.
4) To develop and organizational
management or sustainability
and responsibility for society and
environment.

Manage and distribute effective, safe and reliable power
system
• Number one in the business
• Be people-friendly
• Quality of MEA staff is not second best.
• Strong sense of organizational ownership
• Unity and teamwork

Value

Reliable Power System, Excellent
Service, Social and Environmental Concern

Direction of Business Operation
Response to Change

National policy/
changes critical to
the current and future
operational context

Strategic Planning
Process
MEA Strategy

Important Plans/
Projects

14

Direction of MEA

National policy/changes critical
to the current and future
operational context
• Change of government policy
i.e.
¾ 20-year National Strategy
(2017-2036)
¾ A digital development for
economic and social development plan
¾ Liberalization of electricity
projects
• Disruptive Technology i.e.
¾ Renewable energy system
such as Solar Cell
¾ Energy storage system
¾ Electrical vehicles
¾ Artificial Intelligence (AI)
¾ Internet of thing
• 12th National Economic and
Social Development Plan
• Policy and Master Plan for
Thailand’s Smart Grid Network
Development B.E. 2015-2036
• Bangkok toward ASEAN
Metropolitan
• Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)
• Level of customer service
needs and expectations
increases in both efficiency
and value.
• Etc.
(102-15)

MEA Strategy

Important Plans/Projects

A Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Enterprise Plan B.E. 2017-2021 (1st
Revision) has a vision to become a
leading enterprise in electricity business
globally with the value of “Reliable Power
System, Excellent Service, Social and
Environmental Concern”. MEA strategy
consists of:
Strategy 1 Improve quality
of power system, aiming to
provide power system with
international quality.
Strategy 2 Enhance cutting-edge service quality,
focusing on effective power
business to support proactive
competition and excellent
service quality.
Strategy 3 Improve growth,
focusing on business growth
and core business operation
effectively.
Strategy 4 Effective human
resources management,
focusing on increasing
human resources management effectiveness to
support major changes and
increase relationships among
personnel and foster organizational culture to be ready
for major changes.
Strategy 5 Social acceptability and reliability,
focusing on building reliability,
changes and strengths
of society and save the
environment.

MEA applies each strategy into
important plans/projects which
steer the organization to achieve MEA
vision and respond to the government, customer and stakeholder
policies. Significant examples are
as follows.
• The 12th Electric Power Distribution System Improvement
and Expansion Plan (2017-2021)
• Replacement of Overhead Lines
by Underground Cables Plan
(2016-2025)
• MEA’s Smart Grid Plan (20172036)
• Retail Potential Promotion Plan
• MEA e-service 4.0 Plan
• A plan to maintain customers to
support competition
• Environmental Social Governance
(ESG) Compliance Plan
• A plan to become a low-carbon
organization
• A study project to seek business
opportunities in EEC area to
support changes in the future
• A project to establish energy
solution to support changes in
the future
• A feasibility study of solar power
generation plan to support
changes in the future
• A guideline for improving
service quality for the World
Bank Rankings
• Etc.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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MEA operates under the Metropolitan
Electricity Authority Strategic Plan 2017-2021
(1st Revision). It is reviewed, evaluated and updated
and responsive to changing context appropriately.
In 2017, it was found that:
(102-15)

• The key challenge • The key strategic
MEA faced with was opportunity is renewathe potential to sup- ble energy generation
port competition in business and related
electricity business services and charging
and management/ station network maninvestment to meet agement service and
with the plan and related services.
macro project management.
MEA operates under key plans/projects
which cover economic, environmental and social
dimensions support MEA sustainability to drive the
organization to achieve the goals of moving toward
being a leading enterprise in electricity business
globally such as:
• The 12th Electric Power Distribution
System Improvement and Expansion
Plan (2017-2021)
• Replacement of Overhead Lines by
Underground Cables Plan (2016-2025)
• MEA’s Smart Grid Plan (2017-2036)
• Retail Potential Promotion Plan
• MEA e-service 4.0 Plan
• A plan to maintain customers to
support competition
• Environmental Social Governance
(ESG) Compliance Plan
• Etc.
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Direction of MEA

MEA’s plans/projects identified indicators to
monitor and evaluate work progress continuously. There
are management and evaluation guidelines to drive the
organization’s plans and mission to become successful
according to the indicators effectively through the
following key processes:

1) Management and evaluation according
to the indicators in strategic performance
plans
To ensure that the organization’s strategic plans
utilize resources efficiently. The plans are managed
properly so that the goals set are achieved. The organization identified management and evaluation guidelines
for indicators in accordance with the strategic plans.
A responsible agency is assigned to collect and monitor
the overall operation. Then, the overall operation as well
as problems, difficulties and resolutions are submitted
to a representative of work line on a monthly basis. The
representative proposes the results to the governor so that
he can direct immediate problem solving. After that, the
company shall direct the solution to solve the problem in
time. Then, a strategic division will collect, analyze and
report the performance of indicators and strategic plans on
a monthly basis. Executive summary is submitted to the
Management, the Sub-committee and the Metropolitan
Electricity Authority Board of Directors as scheduled.

Collect and
follow up

Analyze
and report
Solutions

Summary

2) Evaluation of the internal management
process
MEA has an internal management evaluation
to make assurance and assesses risk in operational
processes of all departments in the organization in
order to respond to changes of environment, risk,
laws, rules, regulations, orders, challenges and
business opportunities and to ensure reasonable
assurance that compliance with such processes
enables the organization to achieve the set objectives
and goals with Effectiveness and Efficiency of
the Operations. This includes property care, error
protection or reduction, damage, leakage, wastage
or fraud in the organization, assures the Reliability of
Financial and Non-Financial Reporting and follows the
Compliance with Laws and Regulations. In addition,
in 2015 onward, MEA has developed its internal
control in accordance with Internal Control - Integrated
Framework according to The Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission: COSO
2013.
MEA assigns roles and responsibilities to the
Internal Audit Department to review and assess risk
management and the compliance with good
corporate governance in all departments to be
complied with policies, goals and corporate strategic
plans. MEA also assigns roles and responsibilities to
the Organizational Development Department to study
and analyze internal and external factors, government
policies, energy business structure, management
system and new technology, corporate strategic plans
and organizational policies affecting Work System and
Work Process.

An assessment of internal and external
factors affecting work system and work process is
a work process that enables the organization to be
consistent with different factors for effectiveness
of the organization’s mission and work process, to
review the organization’s key work system, to develop
the organization’s process management, to operate
and develop the organization according to State
Enterprise Performance Appraisal: SEPA and Thailand
Quality Award: TQA and to study the feasibility and
suitability of applying cutting-edge quality systems to
increase the organization’s effectiveness.
MEA has integrated management tools
for following up, improving and developing the
organization’s operational performance and work
process such as:
• TQA/SEPA for organizational management
• QMS/ISO and TIS for organizational
operation
• Quality improvement tools (such as PDCA,
Kaizen, ECRS) for customer and stakeholder
services
• Control self-assessment and internal audit
for transparency in operational monitoring
via MEA Agenda Base System (MABs), which
monitors and evaluates the success of
indicators/action plans on a monthly
basis to ensure that the organization can
strive for the set goals and can learn through
knowledge management process based
on transferring process of good practice,
enabling the organization to develop its
innovation.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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MEA and Sustainability
(102-11)

MEA places an emphasis on the implementation of
sustainability measures that cover economic, social and
environmental dimensions. MEA has developed and implemented
in accordance with Metropolitan Electricity Authority Strategic Plan
and Sustainability Plan 2017-2021 (1st Revision) developed from
business operation guidelines based on ESG concept (Environmental
Social Governance). This focuses on operations with environmental
and social responsibility and good corporate governance framework.
It is consistent with Strategy 5: social acceptance and accountability,
strategic objectives to build accountability, changes, social strength
and environmental protection. It helps the organization to strive for
its goals under the vision of being a leading enterprise in electricity
business globally and assists the organization to maximize its
competitive potential, save cost and manage risk that may affect
current and future electricity business.

Organizational
Goals

Operational
Guidelines

Environmental

Strive for being a lead- • Increase effectiveness of work
process to meet global environing organization in enmental standards.
ergy and environment
conservation globally. • Be a model for effective energy
consumption.
• Utilize or develop environmentally
friendly products.

Social

Strive for being a lead- • Develop a cooperation network
among stakeholders for energy
ing organization that
knowledge access to increase
cares for Thai society
employees’ work skills and people’s
professional skills.
Strive for being a transparent organization • Strengthen society in terms of
quality of life and economy.
with rapid and high
capability.

Governance
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MEA and Sustainability

• Be committed to developing key
mission of sustainable and reliable
electricity distribution system.
• Promote electricity management
for customers effectively.
• Develop the organization to have
transparent and detectable work
process in accordance with an
international good governance.

MEA also prepares and reviews
related policies to be updated to enable
its executives and employees to use as
frameworks and operational guidelines
for steering the organization’s sustainability
and for the complianc with good corporate
governance such as sustainable, social
and environmental policy, MEA Good
Corporate Governance policy, anticorruption policy, fraud reporting policy,
ethics and transparency policies and
policy on gift.

Policy on Sustainability

Scan QR Code to access
information of sustainable,
social and environmental
policy

Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs)
The operations complying with
MEA Sustainability helps steering the 14
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
including Goal 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11,
12, 13, 16 and 17.

Good Corporate Governance Subcommittee

Corporate Governance
(102-16, 102-18, 201-1, 205-1, 205-3)

MEA Board of Directors
Good Corporate Governance
Subcommittee

The MEA Audit Committee

Deputy Governor
(Social and Sustainability)
Risk Management
Department

Governor

Internal Audit Department

The Good Corporate Governance
for sustainable development committee
Director of each Department
Representative of Environmental,
Social and Governance of each
department (ESG Agent)

MEA has appointed the Good Corporate
Governance for Sustainable Development Committee,
the Audit Committee, the Good Corporate Governance
Subcommittee to work with Metropolitan Electricity
Authority Board of Directors to oversee important
tasks or tasks that require specialized expertise and to
allocate resources and budget appropriately to monitor,
improve and develop operations in accordance with
the organization’s direction and goals efficiently.
For more information,
please refer to the MEA
Annual Report 2017

MEA has communicated and disseminated
policy direction and practices such as anti-corruption
among employees and business partners through
a meeting and a training session regularly and
continuously. In 2017, 849 MEA employees were trained
about anti-corruption policy and procedures.
In addition, MEA has established the MEA
Whistle Blowing System, which provides a channel to
report a fraud clue through electronic system, offering
an easy access and protection for a reporter. A fraud
reporter will be concealed. There are fair investigation
process for an accused person. There is clear evidence
to verify and record the investigation through a written
document

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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Operational Results in 2017

Operational Results in 2017 Sample of Operation

Sustainable Operational Performance
in Compliance with Good Corporate Governance and Anti-Corruption in 2017 (205-1, 205-3)
Good Corporate Governance

Electricity Business Audit

• Review sustainable, social and environmental
policy and MEA Good Corporate Governance Policy

• Review levels and types of risk within all
MEA departments.

• Monitor and offer suggestions on operations in
accordance with MEA Sustainability Plan
• 0 case of fraud reported and approved.
• 0 terminated employee or those who had disciplinary
action.
• Integrity & Transparency Assessment: ITA by NACC
was at 91.93%.
• Assessment of the organization’s Corporate Ethics
was high (85.2%).

• All departments in MEA was assessed risks
identified or 100 percent of MEA departments was assessed for risks including
anti-corruption issues.

To be committed to creating Zero Tolerance based on the cooperation among employees in MEA, it has
strived the organization to win many awards and recognition from outside organizations such as the Excellent
Award in Ethics Promotion and Operational Transparency awarded as an “Excellent Enterprise Promoting Ethics
and Transparency” 2017 and the consolation prize from NACC Integrity Awards 2017 by NACC.

Direct Economic value and Direct Economic Distribution (102-7, 201-1)
Economic Details

Total (Million Baht)
Year 2016
Year 2017

Direct economic distribution
Revenues

192,311.67

190,591.41

Direct economic distribution
Operating costs
Employees wages and benefits
Money paid to the state / capital owners
Community investments

164,495.14
9,308.37
7,040.66
89.33

165,343.77
9,257.81
5,059.50
75.23

11,378.17

10,855.10

Economic Value Retained*
Remark * Economic value Retained refers to yearly profit.
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Corporate Governance

Risk Management and Business Opportunity
(102-11, 102-15, 205-1, 205-3)

The environment in which electricity business is operated has been changed continually such as
Digitalization, changing lifestyle of urban people which convenience and rapidity. As a result, MEA needs to
adapt itself to respond to such changes continuously in order to manage risk factors that may affect business
operations for current and future situations. This shall cover economic, environmental and social aspects in
products, services and operations.

Risk Management Practice
MEA has prepared effective and comprehensive risk management system, operated in accordance with both national and international standards
including Enterprise Risk Management-Integrated
Framework of The Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission: COSO
ERM, Risk Management-Principles and Guidelines by
Thai Industrial Standard (TIS 31000: 2012), Operational
Manual on Risk Management and Internal Control
2012 set by State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO),
Ministry of Finance and ISO 26000.
In addition, MEA has established a business
continuity management system in accordance with
ISO 22301, Societal Security-Business Continuity
Management System for disaster preparedness or
emergencies so that significant business can be
recovered in a short period of time.
MEA has strictly followed corporate risk
management process by identifying, assessing,
managing and monitoring risk to ensure that the
organization can prevent and reduce current and
future risks to an acceptable level. As a result, the
organization can operates its business steadily, grow
sustainably and achieve the goals set effectively and
efficiently. It can be divided into strategic risk and
operational risk.
(102-15)

MEA has established a Risk Management
Subcommittee, Risk Management Executives and
Line-level Risk Management Excutives to ensure that
business continuity management in each level is
operated effectively and comprehensively in all core
activities. This shall be practices until it becomes
organizational culture. The Internal Audit Department
is in charge of monitoring operations and reporting
to the MEA Audit Committee regularly. (For more
information, please visit www.mea.or.th). In 2017,
there was high-risk issues that may affect the organization consisting of strategic and operational level
issues. In 2017, MEA was able to manage such risk
factors at an acceptable level through various activities/
projects. As a result, the organization can continue its
operations and is not affected by such risks.

Operational Results in 2017
• Prepare/revise a risk management manual to be
consistent with the changing environment inside
and outside the organization so that it can be implemented as a guideline for risk management process
in organizational and department levels. In addition,
there is a connection between risk management and
other processes which shall be disseminated within
the organization through the website of the Risk
Management Department.
• Monitor and review the organization’s major risks in
accordance with the circumstances and factors that
may affect business operations. Details are as follows.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Sample of Key Risk Management Practice in 2017
Strategic Risks
Sample of Risk
Issues
Human Resource:
Lack of management employee
level and expert
employee in core
business

Significant to MEA

Management Practice

Since electricity business is • Prepare human resource management
specialized due to its safe opera- development plan to keep up with changes
tions and continual electricity by studying and designing organizational
distribution service, MEA needs structure that supports corporate
knowledgeable and expert strategies. Define short-term and
personnel with specialized skills long-term manpower framework
to operate its core business • Proactive recruitment and selection to
in current and future work in improve personnel potential in antennas,
management and operational underground cables, Smart Grid Digital
levels, considering both quan- Technology, services, related business
and retail.
titative and qualitative aspects.
• Talent Management, Successor to prepare
department heads to become executives.

Operational Results
in 2017
MEA has prepared
readiness for future
operations sufficiently
and effectively.

Fraud:
Fraud in organizations

Corruption in organizations • Assess and manage risk of corruption Due to the continual
tend to increase. In 2016, The continually in both organizational and risk management in
Association of Certified Fraud operational levels through risk assess- corruption, there is
Examiner (ACFE) disclosed its ment, assessment on self-control for work significantly no corruption
fraud survey that organizations process with risks, anti-corruption policy, in the organization and
lost 5% of income each year due establishment of MEA anti-corruption, no financial loss in the
organization.
to fraud. Government policies review and internal control.
focus on anti-corruption. In • Apply information technology to support
addition, MEA has assessed risks its operations such as Conflict of Interest
and self-control for work process Reporting System, MEA Whistle Blowing
with risks and found that risk System.
issues significantly cover fraud in • Communicate and pass on knowledge to
the organization include conflict raise awareness among employees in all
levels.
of interest.

Organization’s
reputation:
Defamation
caused by
negative
information

Since there is extensive use of • Prepare a plan to manage negative
online media and social media, information of the organization to publicize
negative incidents or information information and give warnings to related
of the organization is sometimes persons based on circumstances.
publicized, no matter it is true or • Prepare readiness to respond to incidents
not. The information is rapidly by preparing a crisis communication
publicized and it is difficult to manual.
control if management cannot be
timely applied.
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Risk Management and Business Opportunity

Be proactively and
responsively ready to
manage the organization’s
negative information.
This results in reducing
possibility of risk. Therefore, risk value is at an
acceptable level without
requiring additional risk
management.

Operational Risks
Sample of Risk
Issues
Distribution
System:
Changing antenna
system to underground cables

Significant to MEA

Management Practice

A project of changing antenna • Formulate a risk management plan
system to underground cables by integrating the work with external
is a macro project and requires organizations to support operation to
high investment budget. The move forward to the same direction of
project’s success affects many MEA. Key Success Factors are steered
stakeholder groups. The project through an operation of the committee
operation has limitations of the of a project of changing antenna system
number of projects and the to underground cables which supports
ASEAN Metropolis. The Ministry of
duration of construction.
Interior is a chairman of the committee.
• Organize a workshop to clarify the Risk
Management Master Plan and brainstorm integrated concept with organizations in Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Samut
Prakarn.

Operational Results
in 2017
MEA has carried out a project
of changing antenna system
to underground cables such
as Phayathai Road Project,
Sukhumvit Road Project.
However, there are risk factors
that need continuous risk
management 2018.

Distribution
System:
Power outage/
power failure

Most of MEA electricity systems • A plan to strengthen security and reduce
are antenna systems which can damage in the distribution system
cause danger and loss to electri- • Continuous plans for changing
city users and organizations deteriorating medium-low voltage
through external factors such equipment and preventive maintenance
as natural disasters, abuse, etc. of feeder lines

Operational performance met
the target. This is a part that
assists the stable electricity
distribution system, enabling
continuous distribution. In
overall, the reliability of electricity
system in 2016 was likely to
improve continually. However,
the antenna system is vulnerable to damage caused by
storms. Therefore, continuous
risk management is required
and is a part of work operations.

Finance:
Disbursement
did not meet the
target

Operations according to plans/ • Formulate a plan to optimize investment
projects requiring disburse- management effectiveness and Frontment from investment budget Loaded to compensate problematic
sometimes meet obstacles at projects.
the beginning of or during the • Appoint Project Management Officer
project operations.
(PMO) in work line/department to
manage investment budget to comply
with a set plan and to report operational
performance in work line and executive
meetings every month.

Disbursement of accumulated
investment budget up to
December is accounted for
98 percent, compared to the
target. Therefore, there has been
a continuous risk management
in 2018.

Finance:
Late-payment
debtor

Even though MEA has collec- • Operate by a working committee
tion processes for electricity consisting of 5 state enterprises:
bills, things and services, gov- Metropolitan Electricity Authority,
ernment and state-enterprise Provincial Electricity Authority, Provincial
sectors may be late-payment Waterworks Authority and TOT Public
debtors due to limitations of Company Limited to seek preventive
budget disbursement.
guidelines to solve utility outstanding
debt of government and state-enterprise
agencies.

On June 6, 2017, the cabinet
had a resolution of guidelines
and measures for utility debt of
government, state-enterprise
and related agencies, outstanding before the fiscal year
2017 by adjusting a work plan and
a budget plan in fiscal year 2017
to pay the utility bills. This enables

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Sample of Risk
Issues

Significant to MEA

Management Practice

Operational Results
in 2017

• A risk management subcommittee and MEA to manage debt more
MEA Board of Directors have monitored effectively.
the debts continuously.
Cyber Security:
Attack on
information
technology
security

To improve service quality,
MEA has to change its work
style to Digital Transformation by applying information
technology system to provide
convenience to electricity users
and to increase satisfaction to
meet a global level. However,
there may be an adversary who
wants to attack a computer
system from inside and outside
the organization, resulting in
damage and not unavailable
service provision to electricity
users.

• A Risk Management Plan for monitoring
threat, implementing Security Operation Center (SOC) to protect and detect
Internet and Email Threats.
• Check critical information systems
such as Network Assess Control (NAC),
Anti-Virus System, E-mail and Wireless
LAN.
• Anti-Virus, E-mail, and Wireless LAN.
• Organize training on Security Education
Training & Awareness for MEA
employees and assign an Information
System Administrator.

An information technology
system is secured even though
there is an attack. However,
current threats from adversary
remains severe. This may
affect service provision to
electricity users. Therefore, it
has been necessary to manage
threat continuously in 2018.

Emerging Risks
Emerging risks are results of a changing
global trend that have high impacts on organizations,
government policy changes and rapid technological
advancement, resulting in more renewable energy
generation. As a result, the number of Small Power
Producers (SPPs) and Very Small Power Producers
(VSPPs) is increasing and are more connected to
MEA electricity network that may affect the quality of
the electricity system and loss of distribution units/
revenue. This affects the growth and organizational
sustainability in the long run.
MEA has realized emerging risks that may
cause impacts in the future so it has assessed future
emerging risks and prepared measures to respond to
changes through a process of collecting and analyzing
data and information to support strategic planning.
The focus is on analyzing a future trend and direction
of internal and external factors. The key risks include
Small Power Producer: SPP, Very Small Power
Producer: VSPP and Solar Rooftop.
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Risk Management and Business Opportunity

Management Practice for Emerging Risks
Prepare a plan to prevent and reduce the
impact of the SPP, VSPP and free solar rooftop power
generation policy for risk management of power
distribution system security, to create an opportunity
to increase revenue and maintain customers. Solutions
to SPP problems are offered in the VSPP industrial
estates and other power producers. It also sets the
standard for safety distance for electrical wiring for
decentralized power network, proposed to the Energy
Regulatory Commission (NPC) and seek opportunities
for business operation related to free solar rooftop.

Value Chain of MEA
(102-9)

POWER PLANTS
Terminal
Stations
SA
69/115/230 kV

SCADA / EMS
69 / 115 kV
Customers
69 /115 kV

69 /115 kV

SA
Substation
12 / 24 kV

Transformer

230 / 400 V

DMS
12, 24 kV
Customers

230 / 400 V
Customers
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Stakeholder Engagement
(102-40, 102-42, 102-43, 102-44)

customer
people
policy
regulator
main
supplier
trade
partner
cooperation
partner
employees

Stakeholders

(102-40, 102-44)

Customer + People

Expectations /
requirements
1) Quality of electrical
system: no brownout, no blackout
or light flashing
frequently
2) Quality of service:
- Accuracy of
writing/notifying
electricity
consumption unit
- Speed of services
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The MEA has identified the organization’s stakeholders through corporate assessment process according to
criteria of the State Enterprise Performance Appraisal (SEPA).
The results of examination reveal that there are 7 groups,
namely customers, people, policy regulator, main supplier,
trade partner, cooperation partner and employees. The MEA
focuses on listening to the voices of all stakeholders equally
by adhering to the principles of fairness, equality and taking
account of interests apart from the protection of fundamental
rights in order to know the potential impact of corporate
operations, including the needs / expectations of stakeholders.
These factors are important for the organization to correct and
develop its operations to be able to live together sustainably.

Example of participatory
channel (102-43)
- Key account customer conference / seminar
(1 time per year)
- Meetings / building
relationships with
major customers
(4 times a year)
- Community relations (3 times a year) /
Community service
mobile unit (3 times
a year)
- Customer satisfaction survey (once a year)
- In-depth market
research (once a year) - Receiving information
from MEA payment
points / One Stop
Service / Damrongdhama
Center / MEA Call
Center / MEA Smart Life
and Social Media (All
year round)

Stakeholder Engagement

Example of response
Development of efficient control, command
and management of Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition and Energy
Management System (SCADA / EMS)
and Distribution
Automation System and Distribution
Management System (DAS / DMS)
Development of electricity payment
system through Online Payment agent
Available system for electricity payment
service and notification of power outages
through Application MEA Smart Life
Available service to notify power outage
in advance or wide emergency power
outage via SMS Alert
Improvement of complaint system to be
faster
Opening counseling channels about
electrical system through Damrongdhama
Center, MEA Call Center, MEA Smart Life
and Social Media

Example results
of the year 2017
- System
Average
Interruption
Frequency
Index (SAIFI)
- System
Average
Interruption
Duration
Index (SAIDI)
- Erroneous
electricity bill
- Period of
fixing power
failure
- Waiting time
to pay for
electricity bill
- Satisfaction
with service
quality

Example of participatory
Example results
Example of response
channel (102-43)
of the year 2017
(102-40, 102-44)
- Operations based on the policies
- Joint meeting
- Number of
Policy regulator
and consistent with the government circuits - kilo(throughout the year)
plans / projects. In 2017, there were meters of power
- Meeting to collect and
understand expectations major projects as follows.
distribution
Expectations /
• Project to replace overhead
(before starting the
system
requirements
power lines with underground
strategic plan)
- Results of
lines for being ASEAN Metropolis
- Vision Meeting (before
assessing the
1) Implementation of
• Development of Digital Governstarting the fiscal year
levels of morality
the projects to be
ment system according to Digital
(Nov.-Dec.)
and transparency
completed according
Economy policy
in the operations
to the plans
• Project of lighting and CCTV
(Integrity &
2) Having good
installation in risk areas together
Transparency
governance as well
with Bangkok Metropolitan
Assessment: ITA)
as true and complete
Administration
by the National
disclosures of
Anti-Corruption
operating results
Commission
(NACC)
Stakeholders

Main supplier
Expectations /
requirements

- Making the power trading contract
- Activity: Building
relationships / Seminars that covers technical requirements
(throughout thxe year) - Check to ensure compliance with
the terms of contract
- MEA Open House
(at least once a year)

- Information / Features
of equipment in
the distribution
system

- Integrity Pact
Signing (Starting the
procurement process)

- Voltage level
at the terminal
station that is
not consistent
with the power
trading contract
- Number of
times of electric
frequency inconsistent with the
power trading
contract
- Percentage of
deliveries under
contract

- Monitoring electrical quality and
- Percentage
alerts / coordination or joint
of service
meetings in case of non-conformity
deliveries
with the requirements or in case of
according to
problem, planning to fix emergency
the contract
power failure together
schedule
- Making the coordination manual
- Joint meeting in case of modified
standard that affects the manufacturer / pre-production supplier to
prevent errors

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Stakeholders

Example of participatory
(102-40, 102-44)
channel (102-43)
- Meeting / seminar
Trade partner
before making the
contract (throughout
the year)
Expectations /
- Meeting to track
requirements
communication
through Internet /
- Good relationship /
Telephone
building skills,
(all year round)
knowledge / listening
to the voices of trade
partners to develop
services
- Standard service manual
for trade partners to
use as guidelines for
operations
Cooperation partner
Expectations /
requirements
- Policy sharing
- Good operations
together
- Good relationships in
operations

Staff
Expectations /
requirements
-

Organization
Success in working
Job description
Relationships with
colleagues
- Career path
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Example of response
- Checking the works to ensure
compliance with the contract
- Checking the operations to conform
with the plan
- Tracking daily / monthly / annual
performance
- Controlling the operations according
to the system operating manual

Example results
of the year 2017
- Rate of
erroneous
money
delivery of
payment agent

- Meeting / seminar with
the working group
(all year round)
- Coordinating utilities,
official letters,
communication
through Internet,
making MOU (starting
the project)

- Coordination to request work permis- - Satisfaction
sion to meet the conditions required
with coopera- Specified details of requesting
tion partners
permission, e.g. construction model,
in operating
documents for requesting permission
with MEA
- Meeting and discussion to find
- The project
solutions to problems together
completion
- Organizing the activities to get
together, e.g. sport strengthening
relations between the agencies

- Vision Communication
Day (1st quarter)
- Orientation session to
welcome new employees
(once a year)
- Mobile executives
(once a year)
- Meeting with Deputy
Governor (every month)
- Social media such as
Line, Twitter, MEAiNET,
Facebook, YouTube (all
year round)

- Organizing the activity to strengthen employees’ satisfaction and organizational commitment
- Organizing the mobile executive
activity to hear and solve the problems of employees
- Creating a good and secure working
environment
- Organizing the activity to provide
knowledge about safety at work
- Annual health checks for all employees
- Arranging welfare and benefits
covering the needs of all employees,
including the families of employees

Stakeholder Engagement

Organizational
commitment
Staff satisfaction
Rate of
work-related
diseases

Membership of International Organizations
For Sustainable Development
(102-12, 102-13)

MEA operates in accordance with the requirements of the Metropolitan Electricity Authority Act
B.E. 2501 and follows the framework, criteria and requirements of State Enterprise Policy Office (SEPO).
MEA also applies national and international principles and initiatives to develop the organization such as
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), Social Responsibility Standard,
ISO 26000, Enterprise Risk Management Framework, Enterprise Risk Management-Integrated Framework
of The Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of Treadway Commission: COSO ERM and Risk Management
Principles and Guidelines of Thai Industrial Standard (ISO 31000: 2018), consistent with the guidelines on
risk management and internal control in 2012 as defined by SEPO.
In addition, MEA has participated in public and private sector for economic, social and environmental
development. For instance

Distribution System

• Electricity Supply Industry Association
of Thailand (TESIA)
• International Council on Large Electric
Systems (CIGRE)
• Heads of ASEAN Power Utilities/
Authorities (HAPUA)
• Association of the Electricity Supply
Industry of East Asian and Western
Pacific (AESIEAP)
• Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE Thailand)
• DNP Users Group of DNP Users Group,
U.S.A.
• UCA Users Group of UCA Users Group,
U.S.A.
• Thai Electrical Electronics and Telecommunication Industries Association

• In course of preparing an agreement of cooperation between
MEA and the Office of the Vocational Education Commission
(VEC), Ministry of Education to develop youth students to be
knowledgeable, skilled, ready for real work.

Engineering Association of Thailand under the
Royal Patronage
• Thailand Electrical Installation Standard Board
• Host Organization Continuing Professional Development,
Council of Engineers

Thai Industrial Standards Institute
• TIS Standard Drafting Technical Committee, e.g. subcommittee
on the drafting of standard for electric vehicle charger product
• Technical subcommittee on individual fields

The Office of Energy Regulatory Commission
• The Board of Electricity Demand Management
• Working Group of Standard for Energy Service Contracts
• Subcommittee on the Electricity Rate Calculation to reflect
cost, transparency, fairness and efficiency for 2017-2020
• Working Group to determine service rate and electrical network
connection of electricity
• Subcommittee on evaluation of electricity price offering

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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• Subcommittee on Qualification Examination and Evaluation of Technical Electricity
Sale Offer
• Working Group of Integrated Information
Management

Human Resources
Development

Energy Policy and Planning Office
• Subcommittee for Forecast and Power
Production Capacity Planning
• Working Group of Development of
Electricity Generating Capacity
• Working Group for Power Demand
Forecasts
• Working Group on Study and Planning of
Electricity Infrastructure Development to
support Thailand’s electric vehicles
• Working Group of Implementation of
Power Development Plan for the ASEAN
Economic Community
• Working Group of Feasibility Investigation
on Energy Efficiency Resource Standard
(EERS)

Office of the Permanent Secretary
• Subcommittee on criteria setting,
screening and selecting solar power
generation project for government
agencies and agricultural cooperatives
• Working Group of Sustainable Development Goals: SDGs, Department of
Alternative Energy Development and
Efficiency, Ministry of Energy
• The Academic Working Group, preparing
a report on the status of the country’s
electricity generation (PV Status Report)
• Working Group to integrate geographical
study for solar panel waste management
of Thailand
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Membership of International Organizations
For Sustainable Development

•
•
•
•
•

State Enterprise Coordination Group
Human Resource Institute, Thammasat University
Personnel Management Association of Thailand (PMAT)
Thailand Productivity Institute
Department of Skill Development, Ministry of Labour,
electricians, industrial electricians, industrial electricians,
exhibitors, small air-conditioning mechanics

Finance

• Association of Provident Fund

Safety and
Occupational
Health
• Safety and Health at Work Promotion Association (Thailand)
(Safety and Health at Work Committee Program)
• Department of Labour Protection and Welfare
• Department of Industrial Works
• The Building Safety Inspectors and Officers Association

Reliable Power System
(EU6, EU23, EU28, EU29)

Power system management guidelines for availability, stability,
efficiency and comprehensive coverage
Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Samut Prakan are the country’s
economic hubs where many important places are located such as major
tourist attractions, large office buildings, large shopping centers, hospitals
and educational institutions. Such areas are the most populated areas
resided by both Thais and foreigners who come to work in Thailand.
Electricity is a necessary utility for daily life.
It helps the country’s economic development through
industry, trade and service sectors. Quality of electricity
is one of the considering criteria for Getting Electricity.
It is one of the factors for considering difficulties
for Doing Business of countries sequenced by the
World Bank.
Being an electricity provider in the area, MEA
is committed to managing the power distribution
system with security and stability, consistent with the
people’s electricity consumption in current and future
distribution areas. MEA has placed the emphasis on
safety of electricity consumption for all stakeholder
groups to support business expansion in both private
and public sectors as well as urbanization.
MEA has integrated important factors affecting
the organization’s current and future operation,
government policies and related government agencies
such as Thailand 4.0, the 12th National Economic
and Social Development Plan, Smart Grid Network
Development Master Plan of Thailand B.E. 2558-2579 of
the Ministry of Energy and steering Thailand towards
being ASEAN Metropolis as input factors for developing

strategies for organizational operation. Annual review
is conducted on a regular basis or when there is a
significant change, resulting in up-to-date strategy, plan
and projects, consistent with the context of changing
electricity business operation. It is a key to sustainability of electricity contribution in service areas.
MEA has operated power distribution system
under the plans or many important projects under the
corporate strategy to ensure sustainability of power
system, sufficient electricity that meets needs of
current and future users. MEA operates stable, reliable
power distribution system and manages efficient
and comprehensive power distribution management
for all service areas in Bangkok, Nonthaburi and
Samut Prakan. For example:
• The 12th Electric Power Distribution System
Improvement and Expansion Plan (20172021)
• MEA’s Smart Grid Plan (2017-2036)
• Replacement of Overhead Lines by
Underground Cables Plan (2016-2025)

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Overview of Stable, Efficient and Comprehensive Power System
Management, consistent with Current and Future Business Context
(EU6, EU23, EU28, EU29)

2017
Sample of operational plans
Important plans/projects assisting
stability of power system
• The 12th Electric Power Distribution System Improvement
and Expansion Plan (2017-2021)
• MEA's Smart Grid Plan (2017-2036)
• Replacement of Overhead Lines by Underground Cables Plan
(2016-2025)
• Etc.

Power distribution system management
• SAIFI = 1.234 / SAIDI = 36.551
• Loss 3.41
• 100 percent of sufficient and comprehensive electricity for
service areas and can support the maximum electricity need
of 9,114.74 megawatt

2021

ECN

ALU
BM
A

H

T

NCY

UNI

RGE

EME

AMBULANCE

AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE

AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE
AMBULANCE

Reliable, stable and
secure power system
• SAIFI = 0.728 / SAIDI = 22.291
• Loss= 3.41
• Become the ASEAN’s second largest
electricity supplier by 2021.
• Become a low-carbon organization
• Improve and become 1 of the top 10 of Doing
Business - Getting the electricity in the world

(EU6, EU28, EU29)

The 12th Electric Power Distribution
System Improvement and Expansion
Plan (2017-2021)
The plan aims to improve and expand power distribution
system to support and to be consistent with increasing electricity
need in 2017 – 2021, to ensure stability and reliability of power
system and to support MEA strategies for improving power
system to become excellent power system that meet a global
standard.
The plan has forecasted electricity demand in 2021,
referring from the number of electricity consumption in October
2015. It was found that electricity need in MEA service areas
is expected to increase 1,541 megawatt or 3.15 per year. MEA
has prepared plans to support the increasing electricity
consumption through several plans/projects such as terminal
station and substation development plans.
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A development plan for transmission line system, feeder system and
low-voltage system, a plan to change power
voltage from 12 to 24 KV and 69 to 115 KV,
a plan to increase power distribution
efficiency, an installation of low impedance
transformer and capacitor to reduce loss
energy in power system. MEA has
allocated necessary budget and resources
for management suitably. As a result, in
2017 MEA has operated all designed plans
or 100 percent success in all designated
project such as constructing and increasing
terminal station and substation and
installation of electrical meters.

Electricity Need Forecast
Electricity Need (Megawatt)
2016
2021
Dif

1,541

Purchase Unit (Million)

9,177.44

Sale Unit (Million)

53,089.83

10,717.58

51,231.68

61,995.12

Increase rate per year (%)

3.15

Dif

8,905

Increase rate per year (%)

3.15

Electricity Users
3,590,034

59,763.30
Dif

8,532

3,969,652

Increase rate per year (%)

3.13

Dif

379,618

Increase rate per year (%)

2.03

Goals for constructing and increasing terminal station
and substation and installation of electrical meter in 2021
Terminal station

4,300 (6)

MVA (station)

Substation

2,800 (26)

MVA (station)

MEA emphasizes on possible impact management
that may cause from construction, improvement or expansion
of power distribution system. This may affect the environment
and communities surrounding the project area. This is to ensure
that related communities and stakeholders will not get impacts
or get impact at an acceptable level, caused by the project
operation. MEA has prepared and operated related measures
such as guidelines for safety practice, dust prevention measures
(covers dust from construction or demolition of buildings, road
construction, construction material transport), construction of
clarifier and conduits and maintaining the sound level not to
exceed 85 dB (A).

Electrical meter

506,450
(unit)

In addition, MEA focuses on its
maintenance to provide efficiently available
services. The organization realizes that an
interruption of power distribution, even for a
few seconds, highly affects some electricity
users. Therefore, MEA has prepared or
operated a model project to establish
underground cables to ensure its stability
and availability of power distribution. Details
are as follows.

The Old Siam Project
This is a model project for Distribution Management System or
DMS applied underground power distribution system to allow effective
fault detection. In addition, there is an improvement and an installation
of Smart RMU and automatic warming equipment to optimize measuring
effectiveness and to control operation in remote distance. This notifies a
shortcut circuit location in an underground power distribution system. This
also distributes electricity to the system quickly, reduces power outage and
decrease impacts on electricity users through clicking twice on a mouse.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Sample of Projects to Promote Available and Stable Power System in 2017
Details of
Significant to
Operational Performance
Operation
Power System
2017
Develop and improvement operational process to meet availability and reliability
Project

Distribution
Management
System (DMS)

Improve an automatic remote control system and
feeding line energy
management

Optimize power • Plan is completed within
d i s t r i b u t i o n designated time in 4
system efficiency areas of MEA
and reduce work • Reduce risk in work
time

Improve power • Focus on preven- • O p t i m i z e • A plan was 100 percent
tive maintenance power system completed as designated
distribution
plan by checking maintenance by MEA
control and power
equipment at least effectiveness • Proportion of mainmaintenance
6 months before • Reduce loss tenance expense to
system
expected deteri- caused by elec- preventive maintenance
expense reduced to 23.3
oration time
trical outage
percent. This can save the
• Integrate with
organization’s expenses.
related agencies
• No outage caused by
and electricity
deteriorated equipment
users to cut
electricity for
maintenance as
set in a plan

Future Operation/
Project Goals
Expand operational
performance to cover
other areas of MEA
within designated
time
Develop operational
guideline to reduce
proportion of maintenance expense to
preventive maintenance expense
continuously.

Operational guidelines for loss reduction and system efficiency
Projects related MEA has changed • Maximize capa- • Continue the 11th Plan by
to loss reduction power voltage from
bility in power
2017. MEA has achieved
12 KV to 24 KV.
in power
distribution of
its goal of expanding
distribution
feeder lines
24 KV to all service areas,
system
• Solve voltage
covering 183.4 square
drop
kilometers.
• Reduce power
loss and limited
rights of way.
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Expand operational
areas to cover 99.7
percent of distribution area in 2021. For
another 0.3 percent
of the area will use
12 KV in net circuit
areas.

MEA’s Smart Grid Plan (2017-2036)
MEA is committed to
developing quality, reliable,
stable and efficient power
distribution system network
continuously. This has been
operated through “The MetGE:
METRO GRID ENABLER
Metropolitan Network” to
develop power system in
consistent with the country’s
development direction in order
to become an ASEAN Metropolis.
The MetGE is a concept
for development and integration
of power and service systems to
optimize efficient and effective
management. MEA monitors,
controls, provides advice and
authorizes equipment connections such as electric car
chargers, solar cells and other

technology with MEA power distribution system,
especially in Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Samut
Prakarn. This responds to Disruptive Technology
including the environment, Start Up promotion,
Digital Economic support etc., aiming to moving
toward to being Smart Metro that steers Thailand
to become an ASEAN Metropolis which responds
to Thailand 4.0 Policy. The Governor shall realize
about globalization trend in which technology is
up-to-date, especially technology about energy
such as electrical vehicles (EV), renewable energy
battery, energy storage system, computer and
information system, electrical car charger, solar
cell panel, intelligent building and an application
on a device and power system control device.
Nowadays, such technology has begun to have a
significant role in business sector and daily life.
In overall, MEA has committed to applying new
development concept and innovation in work
process and power distribution system.

Replacement of Overhead Lines by Underground Cables
Plan (2016-2025)
A plan of changing
overhead line system to underground cables has been operated
continuously, consistent with
MEA strategy, aiming to improve
quality of power distribution
system in order to become
an ASEAN Metropolis which
responds to AEC. It is a part that
creates and improves landscape
which makes Bangkok a ‘Wireless Metropolis’ to respond to
the government policy within

the designated timeframe. Cables are established
underground, covering areas in 3 responsible
provinces in 39 routes or 127.3 kilometers in total.
The budget is 48,717.2 million baht.
Changing overhead lines to underground
cables requires an integration of other organizations
including Bangkok Metropolitan Administration
(BMA) Office of The National Broadcasting and
Telecommunications Commission (NBTC), TOT
Public Company Limited, CAT Telecom Public
Company Limited, Metropolitan Waterworks
Authority (MWA), Royal Thai Police and organizations under Nonthaburi and Samut Prakarn.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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To operate the project
efficiently, quickly and to complete
within designated timeframe, MEA
and related organizations shall discuss
through a meeting and workshop on a
regular basis so that they can identify
operational guidelines and solutions
to problems or difficulties effectively.
This includes several issues:

• Pathway management, traffic management during
construction
• Guidelines for managing a work plan and budget of each
department
• Risk management that may affect people in project area
• Problem solving and presentation of factors contributing
to the project’s success
For dismantled and unused electric poles, MEA and partner
agencies have brought to build coastal erosion protection in Bangkok
and Samut Prakan.

10,000

15,000

Electric poles
Are used to build
Coastal erosion
protection

Electric poles
Are used in
Bang Khun Thian Beach
along 4.7 Km.

5,000

Electric poles
are used by Royal Thai
Chulachomklao Fort Beach
in Samut Prakan

Sample of Operation
A project of Phaholyothin Road for communication line grounding is a joint project between MEA, the
owner of the communication line, and Bangkok Metropolitan Administration (BMA) to demolish electric poles
and communication lines in BTS and Saphan Kwai area within the specific timeframe. MEA and Bangkok use
the demolished electric poles as breakwater to support implementation of the Reforestation Project of the King
in Bangkok. This can rehabilitate and prevent coastal erosion in Bang Khun Thian, covering the distance of
4.7 kilometers.
In 2017, MEA used the 1,344 electric poles demolished from Phaholyothin, Phayathai, Sukhumvit,
Sri Ayutthaya, Ratchaprarop and Rama I areas to build breakwater under the the Reforestation Project
of the King in Bangkok to restore and prevent erosion of the Bangkok coast in Bang Khun Thian area.
It contributes to Sustainable Development Goals 14 Section 14.2 Prevention of Erosion and Coastal
Ecosystems. As a result, the project was awarded the Green Leadership Award by Asia Responsible
Enterprise Awards (AREA) 2018 on June 1, 2018 in Manila, the Philippines. This award is a great motivation
to optimize work commitment and responsibility. MEA has planned to deliver more than 15,000 electric
poles to BMA and the Royal Thai Navy within the next 5 years.
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Guidelines for Innovation Creation
(EU8)

MEA focuses on striving for innovation creation and support of significant strategic opportunity. As a
result, MEA has defined guidelines for innovation creation through Innovation Framework, innovation policy
and Innovation Roadmap. An atmosphere for innovation is created within the organization such as an annual
innovation competition, which started in 2006. This aims to provide an opportunity for employees to propose
their ideas, innovations or solutions work process improvement. Necessary resources are supported by the
organization. In doing so, departments and personnel in the organization can invent invention, improve work
process and create innovation continuously. The inventions are collected into Idea Hub for further innovation
improvement. An idea consistent with a strategic opportunity is selected and its technical and business
feasibility is investigated in order to be developed as a prototype for MEA work, for patent registration or
business aspect in the future.

Idea Hub

Idea Selection

Evaluation

Project
Prototype

Commercial/
Internal Usage

Supportive
Budget
in Fiscal
Year 2017

73.24

million baht

In 2017, sample of outstanding innovations are as follows.
Power Distribution System
1) Stable Pole Development
It is an innovation of electric poles, designed for special
strength and higher flexibility,
compared to general electric poles.
This aims to maximize strength
of electric poles and prevent
continual falling of electric poles
(developed from 12-meter electric
pole, supporting 3.5 momentum and
from 5-ton-meter to 10-ton-meter).
In the event of a car crashing an
electric pole or when a thunderstorm blows a tree over electrical
wiring or communication line,
stable pole can support force without falling. In worse case when
stable pole cannot support, not
more than stable pole will continuously fall.

2) Duct Bank Construction Innovation or 2-Storey Duct Bank
MEA has researched to seek new innovations for construction.
There are research projects and operations for new Duct Bank construction
to replace existing construction which a large clarifier and many ducts
are required. This new innovation is a construction development for Duct
Bank which divided a duct into 2 storeys. It allows such construction to be
constructed on public roads and use less road surface while constructing.
As a result, changing antennas to underground cables could be carried
out faster. MEA has a plan to develop a prototype and test its usage in a
project under a training center of Metropolitan Electricity Authority Bang
Phli prior to actual development for other underground cable systems in
the future.
3) Underground Substation
It is a design and construction innovation for new underground
substations (all MEA power stations are antenna). Primarily, MEA has
a plan to construct 2 Underground Substations which are Klong Toei
Substation, requesting for bidding approval and expected to start the
construction in 2019 and Lumpini Substation, discussing with Bangkok
for approval. In additioni, MEA has investigated innovation development
for compact substation to reduce delay of power station construction due
to land problems.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority
Sustainability Report 2017
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Service System
1) MEA service development Smart
Service 4.0
MEA has increased
service platforms on mobile and
website and applied Customer
Service on Cloud to its services
to reduce process, time and
increase convenience among
service users.
2) Improvement and Development
of MEA Smart Life
MEA has increased functions for service payment via
electronic system.

Related Business System
MEA has a development
plan for MEA E-Fix Application on
MEA Smart Life. It is an application
which an electricity can call for a
reliable and qualified electrician
with reasonable service cost.
MEA evaluates and controls work
before and after service to ensure
that electricity users have high
satisfaction and reliability. MEA
also has an online professional
electrician network to organize
training on professional and skill
development and a National Skill
Standard for internal building
electrician level 1. This project
increases a channel to generate
income for MEA by organizing
training on electricians’ professional and skill development. It
also generates employment and
income to people or people in
MEA’s power distribution areas.
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Guidelines for Continuous Management and Natural and
Information Technology Disaster/Emergency Response
(EU21)

Emergency and Disasters
MEA is an electricity provider, offering services in Bangkok,
Samut Prakarn and Nonthaburi. It is an economic center of Thailand where
investors are interested in. Many government and private agencies, large
hospitals, large department stores, large industrial factories are located
in these areas. In addition, it is a significant destination among domestic
and international travelers. Therefore, MEA is committed to providing
continuous electricity service. MEA has formulated business continuity
management in accordance with Societal Security-Business Continuity
Management System (ISO 22301) and prepared a manual of business
continuity management. The manual is reviewed/improved to be consistent
with the changing environment inside and outside the organization so that
it can be implemented as a guideline for business continuity management
and is publicized within the organization. The policy is consistent with risk
management policy applied since 2013 up to the present to ensure that
the organization can manage its operation continuously and can return to
normal situation when encountering unexpected incident. This can limit
loss that may occur with people and electricity users in service areas such
as economic loss, loss of life and property.
Up to now, Working Group of Business Continuity Management :
BCM and Process Owner have assessed risks and analyzed business
impact that cover important MEA work systems including
1. Power distribution system: Focus on solving situation to recover
the power distribution system as soon as possible.
2. Electricity user service system: Focus on creating continuous
payment service at Metropolitan Electricity Authority districts and providing
electricity data via MEA Call Center.
3. Supportive work: Focus on recovering key supportive work such
as information technology system, internal-external communication etc. In
addition, MEA has planned to drill each business continuity management
plan every year. Management plans in crisis both inside and outside the
organization are integrated, covering power distribution control system,
power system maintenance, service and customer service and information
technology and communication as well as ensuring incident responses
and increasing skills among employees. The aims of recovery and drills
are as follows.

Recovery Objectives
(EU21)

Recovery Time
Objective (RTO)

Process

Exercise Result
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017

Process of power supply control
Mode Transfer, SCADA/EMS control

5 Minutes

4.15 Minutes 4.36 Minutes 4.16 Minutes

Power system maintenance process
1 Hour

Mobilizing at least 60 employees to
the designated point

1 Hour

1 Hour

50 Minutes

24 Minutes 11.30 Minutes

25 Minutes

29 Minutes

23 Minutes

Process of services and customer relations
Exercise by allowing the agent to use
MEA Call Center at the emergency
backup computer system (DR Site) for
electricity user data service

1 Hour

Process of information technology and communication
Exercise by opening the emergency
backup computer system (DR Site) until
readiness for use.

1 Hour 30 Minutes

18 Minutes

Information Technology
(418-1)
Service Systems
Barcode, QE code
MEA Smart Life

Distribution System
SCADA GIS

Operating System for Office
Cloud Infrastructure,
E-documents service

MEA
Strategy
Government
Policy
Organization’s
needs

ICT

Qualifications
- accuracy/validity
- integrity

- reliability
- currency

Data and information security

Such as Security Operation to protect a
real time attack and give warming
unusual incident and detect
zero day attack

Related laws: Royal Decree on Security
Procedures in the Making of Electronic
Transactions, B.E. 2553

Standard/system: Such as Information
Security Management Systems
(ISO/IEC 27001 : 2013)

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Nowadays, an IT system plays an
important role in driving MEA to raise its
level of service to the international level.
This is consistent with the government
policy and lifestyle of urban people who
need convenience and rapidity.Due a
rapid evolving of information technology,
a corporate data management system is
facing with risks of cyber threats such as
corporate data breaches, customer data
theft, etc. In addition, consumers are
more aware of and attentive to privacy
and individual private data. As a result,
it makes data security management
important in service, reliability and
customer satisfaction toward the
organization.

In the past, MEA designed and developed supportive work,
covering power distribution system, electricity user service and
operating system for office. MEA also has a management guideline
to ensure stability and security of information technology system.
As a result, MEA can operate power distribution with stability and
continuity. In addition, this can ensure that corporate and customer
data will be secured and will not be abused, will not lose/will be
counterfeited. Such data is protected from unauthorized access.
MEA focuses on providing reliable and easy-to-use
hardware and software, consistent with international standards.
MEA also provides replacing devices to ensure that it can
operate business continuously. In addition, Information Security
Management System (ISO/IEC 27000:2013) has been applied since
2008. Nowadays, MEA systems certified and approved by external
organizations continuously. These can be divided into 3 systems
including Strong Room, Geographic Information System (GIS) and
Customer Service System (CSS).

Surveillance Audit by External
Auditor in accordance with
ISO/IEC 27000:2013

Year of First
Certifying

Strong Room

Pass (9 consecutive years)

2008

GIS

Pass (6 consecutive years)

2010

CSS

Pass (2 consecutive years)

2015

System

As a result of focusing on
information technology security such as
providing quality hard and software for
organizational use, management and
control systems consistent with global
standards and implementation of related
plans strictly, discontinuance of information technology system and leakage of
customer privacy, these are risk factors
that may affect the organization at a
high level. This also includes responsive
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Development/Improvement
Guideline in Next Year
Integrate 3 systems, certified
at the same time to ensure
effectiveness of data preparation (GIS and CSS contain
data related to system access
to Strong Room)

guidelines, continuity guideline, operational recovery guideline
through various operations. In 2017, MEA did not find any:
• Incident from information technology that cause
discontinuance of work process such as power distribution
system, service system and internal work systems
• Leakage of customer privacy data
• Complaints from stakeholders
MEA is committed to managing information technology system to
have continuity operation with security and reliability, consistent
with global standards and easy for users. This enables MEA to move
forward to being a leading enterprise in electricity business globally.

Sample of Response to Threats MEA has defined as Risks in 2017
(EU21)

Impact

Types of
Threats

Sample of
Preventive
Guideline

DisconDistributor • Install additional
discontinues equipment to
tinuance
recover normal
of power
condition to the
distribution
system and
system
manage sufficient
energy, install
Load Shredding
and Load
Restoration
• Review Blackout
Restoration plan
with distributor
regularly
Heavy
• Check stability
storms
of electrical
poles regularly.
• Organize
communication
lines by coordinating with the
communication
line owner.

Operational
Performance
• Install additional
equipment as
identified by
MEA
• Review Blackout
Restoration plan
as defined MEA
regularly.

Sample of
Responsive
Guideline

Sample of
Continuity
Creation

Sample of
Recovery
Guideline

• Operate according to load
• Coordinate
with distributor transfer plan
• Open Load Restoration
continuously,
ready to operate system
• Operate Blackout
according to
Restoration plan
sequences of
load distribution
in case of insufficient generation or Loading
Shredding.

• Operate accor• Check stability of • Evaluate
ding to the plan
electrical poles situation and
level of severity to transfer load
as in plan.
to nearby power
• Communication to prepare
station/transfor necessary
line owner
resources such mitting /feeder
organizes
lines.
communication as manpower,
• Improve power
equipment.
lines/grounds
system to
communication • Establish
temporarily
lines as in plan emergency
distribute
center to solve
and MEA can
electricity while
demolish electri- the situation.
fixing.
cal poles along
• Install temporary
specified routes.
electrical
generators
• Drainage system • Surveillance and
Flood/Storm • Inspect and
improve drainage in MEA building evaluate water
Surge
level regularly.
system of MEA is available.
• Move equipment
buildings to be • Install water
barriers in office to safe area.
ready to use
area as in plan. • Establish an
regularly.
emergency
• Install water
center to solve
barriers in
the situation.
office area.

• Operate
according to
the plan to
recover power
distribution
quickly such
as increasing
the number
of field
employees
to fix/replace
damaged
equipment.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Impact

Service

Types of
Threats

Operational
Performance

Sample of
Responsive
Guideline

Sample of
Continuity
Creation

Sample of
Recovery
Guideline

• Coordinate with
security agency
• Surround the
incident location
quickly.

Terrorism

• Prepare security • Apply security
system for power system for power
stations and unstations and
derground power
underground
power distribu- distribution
tunnels.
tion tunnel.

Fire

•Operate
• Fire extinguishing •Coordinate with •Operate at
•Install and
according to
disaster mitiga- locations
andalarming
monitor fire
the recovery
designated by
tion officers
extinguishing system is
plan such as
MEA.
examined and •Employees
and warming
assisting
•Publicize
follow a fire
ready for use
system to be
injured people
prevention and necessary
ready for use. 100 percent.
•Provide
suppression as information
• MEA office
equipment
among people
identified by
buildings have
as identified by to replace
fire extinguishers MEA.
damaged
MEA.
and alarming
properties
system 100
according to
percent.
timeframe.
•
Communicate
•
Recruit
substi• Drainage system •Surveillance
•Inspect and
tute employees preventive
assess water
is available
improve
or practical
level regularly. to ensure that
to use.
drainage
guidelines
MEA has
system to be •Prepare flood- •Evacuate
when
sufficient
employees.
preventive
ready for use
encounter
•Move properties manpower
equipment.
regularly.
such incident.
to operate
to temporary
•Install floodcontinuously.
workplace.
preventive
•Publicize
equipment
among
employees
about temporary
workplace.
•Publicize
necessary
information

Flood
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Impact

Types of
Threats

Sample of
Preventive
Guideline

Operational
Performance

Sample of
Responsive
Guideline

Sample of
Continuity
Creation

Sample of
Recovery
Guideline

among people
as defined in
MEA plan.
•Prepare vehicles
for employees
to use while
working continuously such
as rubber boats.
Access to Terrorism •Prepare and •Safety plan at •Coordinate with •Operate at locaworkplace
review safety
workplace
security agency. tions designated
plan at work- covers preven- •Operate accord- by MEA.
place and make tion and terror- ing to designat- •Publicize necesism response.
sary information
it up-to-date.
ed plan such
among people
as evacuating
as identified by
employees.
MEA.
•Operate
•Operate
according to
according to
emergency plan the recovery
in case of losing plan such as
power control
assisting
system/SCADA injured
system.
people
•Operate at
•Provide
locations
equipment
designated
to replace
by MEA as
damaged
temporary
properties
workplace.
according to
• Drainage system •Surveillance
Flooded •Inspect and
•Open DR-site
timeframe.
workplace improve drain- is ready to use. assess water
•
Communicate
level regularly.
age system to •Prepare floodpreventive
preventive
•Evacuate
be ready for
or practical
equipment.
employees.
use.
guidelines
•Move properties
•Install floodwhen
to temporary
preventive
workplace.
encounter
equipment.
such incident.
•Install and
Fired
workplace inspect fire
extinguishing
and alarming
system to be
ready to use.

• Fire extinguishing and
alarming system
is examined and
ready for use
100 percent.
• MEA office
buildings have
fire extinguishers
and alarming
system 100
percent.

•Coordinate with
disaster mitigation officers
•Employees
follow a fire
prevention and
suppression as
identified by
MEA.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Impact

Types of
Threats
Protest

Sample of
Preventive
Guideline
•Prepare and
review a safety
plan at workplace to be
up-to-date.

Information Disconti- •Prepare a plan
Technology nuance of for continuity
System
Information of ICT system
Technology for important
System
work systems
such as SCADA,
Server.

Leakage of
customer
privacy
data
(418-1)
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Operational
Performance

Sample of
Continuity
Creation

Sample of
Recovery
Guideline

• A safety plan
•Coordinate
at workplace
with security
covers prevenagency.
tion and solving •Increase safety
protest and
measures.
keeps up with •Follow up news
the incident.
continuously.
• Install Security
Operation
Center (SOC) for
protecting and
detecting threats
on the Internet
and email.
• Inspect key
information
systems such
as ID system.

•Drill a respon- •In 2017, MEA
had no leakage
sive plan to
of customer
cyber-attack
privacy data and
regularly.
•Train employees not complaints
to raise aware- about significant
issues.
ness about
cyber threats.
•Inform information related
to a guideline
for information
technology
security threats
related to work
regularly.
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Sample of
Responsive
Guideline

Manage threats •Install Fully
Redundant
detected from
Server that can
MEA data
screening system replace each
other all the time.
and inform
•
Have
Server
employees in all
levels to prevent (Redundancy)
risks from such for general
work systems.
threats.
•Create an
administrator
in each
department.

Operate as
in a plan to
recover
information
technology
system.

Solve problems •Evaluate gaps, Operate as
test security and in plan.
immediately
solve defects
according to
of security
identified
prevention
operation
system
guidelines.
regularly.
•Focus on
participation
of data and
information
system.

Excellent Service
Employees
(401-1)

Guideline for Human Resources Management
All MEA employees are key resources who steer MEA to be a leading enterprise in electricity business
globally within 2021. MEA has equipped them with skills, knowledge and abilities to respond to rapid changing
of business operation context such as an increasing trend of digitalization in power distribution system, a project
of power line grounding and becoming an ASEAN Metropolis. Assessment of capacity and manpower needs is
carried out. Preparedness of personnel is a factor that steers efficient operation and strives for excellent service
according to the corporate value “Excellent Service”. This is consistent with organizational strategies. MEA
manages human resources effectively to improve service quality through 3 key processes including recruitment,
employment and appointment process, personnel development process and retirement preparedness. There
is a fair, suitable and equal welfare system throughout the organization.

Human Resources and Potential Development in Overall
Recruitment, employment and
appointment

Personnel
Development
Potential Development
• Knowledge / work skills
• Knowledge of life skills

Retirement
Preparedness

Manpower Considerations
• Trend of business expansion
• Organization’s needs
• Others

Employees
Annual Assessment and
Development according to
Career Path
• Employees grow according
to career path
Retired employees

Recruitment Process for
Qualified Personnel

Competency
Gap System

Recruitment
Process to
Appoint into
appropriate
position

Knowledge/work skills
consistent with Gap
according to competency

Orientation

New employee

Employee welfare
Years of work
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Sample of Human Resources Management Process in 2017
Recruitment, employment and appointment process
Social changes such as global trend focusing on digital technology, high average labor age affects
manpower, considering as a key to steering an organization to success. There shall be accurate considerations
to support such changes.
Realizing the significance of changes affecting the current and future operations, MEA has an assessment process to evaluate capability and manpower every year through the 5 operational processes.

1

Analyze strategic
plan, internal &
external factors of
human resources

2
Evaluate needs
of capacity and
manpower

3

Prepare an
operational plan
for capability and
manpower

4

Follow up an
operational plan
for capability and
manpower

5

Analyze and
evaluate
operational
performance

Analyzing direction and operational strategies, key changes affecting the organization and review
of organizational talent, MEA has a guideline for recruiting and maintain employees according to analyzed
outcomes. Details are as follows.

Recruitment and Selection
To select employees among interested persons, from inside and MEA employees with all
nationalities, religions, backgrounds and educational institutions that meet the organization’s requirements,
MEA has recruitment and selection processes as follows.
Qualifications
Consider from
capability of
organization, both
for current mission
and future capability
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Publicizing and
Announcement
• MEA website
• Line Application/
Facebook/YouTube
• Magazines,
newspapers
• Organizing booths
at universities

Selection
Appoint a committee to operate
• Select/collect behavioral
data/personal characteristics, professional expertise
consistent with mission,
special talent and corporate
culture
• Seek personnel with
innovative and creative
thinking, ready for changes
from those who pass a
written test in academic
field and those who pass
MEA Career Workshop

Hiring and
Employment
Strictly inspect
information before
signing a contract
and permanently
hire after 3-month
probationary period,
evaluated by a direct
supervisor

4 Guidelines for Retaining New Employees
Guidelines

Activities / Tools

Outcomes

1. Creating knowledge • Orientation for new
100% of new employees know the organization, vision,
and understanding
employees
mission, organizational culture, human resources
about the organimanagement principles, benefits and welfare.
zation
2. Creating sense of
• New employee
100% of new employees is developed in terms of
ownership and
development activities creativity, positive attitude adjustment, enabling new
commitment
perspectives, ready for working in team.
• Coaching system

100% of new employees who are key manpower of the
organization are equipped with knowledge and skills
warmly.

3. Creating knowledge • Training for new
employees
and understanding
about work
• On-the-job training/
Coaching

100% of new employees is trained with skill training
sessions necessary to their work.

4. Cultivating the value, • Experience sharing
from outstanding
culture and desiraemployees
ble characteristics

100% of new employees see good Role Model at work.

In 2017, MEA has adjusted time
circle and recruitment process for new
employees that meet the needs and
replaced retired employees timely. MEA has
prepared an evaluation form to measure
levels of satisfaction/opinions. MEA will use
such information for future improvement.
According to the above guidelines for
maintaining new employees, resignation
rate of employees working 1-3 years in
2017 was at 0.34, which is lower than other
comparative pairs.

100% of new employees learn/gain knowledge related
to jobs from heads, colleagues or coaches.

Recruit new employees to replace
vacancies as needed with required
qualifications at 100%.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Employee Benefits

Labor Union

Rapid changes in the society
affect the organization’s work approach
and employees’ ways of life.
MEA focuses on preparing
employees’ work abilities to support
changes and good quality of life based
on diverse needs. MEA has reviewed
issues about benefits. MEA has investigated and analyzed internal and
external factors and formulated a
benefit plan appropriate for employees
at different ages. This ensures
confidence in quality of life among
employees compared with leading
organizations and improves level of
satisfaction among employees and
their commitment to the organization
continuously.
In 2017, MEA proposed a
Flexible Benefit project to create
motivation, consistent with diverse
needs among MEA employees at
different ages. Since MEA contains
different ages of employees, consisting
of 33% of Gen Y. Providing employees
at different ages with comprehensive
and equal service and benefits, MEA
responds to the 3 groups of employees
through the idea of Recruit (new
employees), Retain (existing employees) and Retire (almost-retired
employees). MEA also changed clock-in
and clock-out times for employees
who work outside MEA office, enabling
them to offer services to electricity
users effectively. This reflects overall
level of employees’ commitment to the
organization at a high level.

Metropolitan Electricity Authority has a non-discriminatory
policy for employees regardless genders, nationalities, education,
religious or political views in accordance with employees’ code of
conduct and good governance principles. The policy designates appropriate practices to employees, provides employees with opportunities
for potential development regularly and comprehensively. In every
new employee orientation, there is a representative from Labor Union
clarifying employees’ rights and opening for memberships.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority focuses on building good
relationships between the management and Labor Union. MEA
provides 2 channels for submitting complaints including:
1. Official acceptance through a meeting to promote good
relationships between MEA management and Labor Union Committee.
A meeting is organized every month.
2. Unofficial acceptance through activities for the management,
organized twice a year to listen to employees’ opinions/problems
directly.
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Employees in Labor Union
(102-41)

Percentage

92.99

96.20

97.33

Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017

Employee Development
(404-1)

Current work
The social context is rapidly changing in current business
operations. A significant factor, which assists competitive advantage,
is employee development to support the effective growth of the
organization. To clarify employee development system and leaders,
there is a Training Roadmap to use as a training framework
to optimize employees’ potential and to maximize abilities or
competency in all levels. This framework enables employees to see
their career growth so that they can formulate a plan to develop
their career paths as expected.
MEA has prepared a development plan in accordance with
the organization’s and employees’ needs in short and long terms
systematically. The processes are as follows.

Analyze needs for learning and development

Plan for learning and development
Plan in accordance with organizational,
department and individual levels

Consider from
• Capability and competency
• Organization’s special
talent
• Strategic challenges
• Customer needs
• Organizational needs
• Etc.

Analyze and
prepare as
organizational
needs

• Regular course for the management,
heads to prepare for higher
positions.
• Individual Development Plan: IDP
• Individual Development Plan to
maximize competency as expected.

Analyze as
individual
needs in all
levels

Evaluation and Follow Up

Training and Development
Operate according to 70:20:10
• Develop through actual work
assigned (70%).
• Coach by heads (20%).
• Increase knowledge and
experience through training (10%).

• Evaluate effectiveness in
accordance with Kirkpatrick’s
Model in all courses and improve
methods/work in courses.
• Follow up behaviors in applying
knowledge after 6 months, 1 year.

Review and Revision

Sample of a development plan for fieldwork employees, which is a result of applying evaluation
results of competency gap for consideration so that it is consistent with the organization’s future competency
as follows.
Strategy 1

Strategy 2
AI

Strategy 3
AI

Strategy 4
(Employees
keeping up
with changes)

Strategy 5

AI

AI
AI

(Quality of Power System) (Service-Customers) (Business-Innovation)
• Retail and
• Innovation
• Knowledge of
Customer
Project
grounding line
• Preparedness to
system
Engagement
support Digital
• Basic knowledge of • Improvement
of customer
Payment
grounding lines
service process • IT Integration
• Smart Grid Overall
in grounding line
Strategy and
Implementation
service areas
• DLMS/COSEM/
Related Protocols
• Promote principle
and positive attitude
among new
employees

(Ethics)

• Good Corporate
• Project
management
Governance
• English for
• Employee ethics
line man
• Commitment
among
• Seminar on
antenna accident stakeholders
mitigation for
taskmasters
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In addition to knowledge, competency Average training hours from all training courses divided according to work fields
and skills necessary for work, MEA focuses on
Total
19.4
employee development other than work in all
15.9
16.8
ages to enable employees to live sustainably
12.7
70.7 29.3
through several courses such as Personal
9.6
8.4
8.0
5.9
Finance. This course enables all employees
2.2
to have financial knowledge and can spend/
0.1
0 0.9 0.1
0
manage personal finance effectively. A finan- Management Academic Office Technical Skilled Semi- Field/service
cial management course after retirement for
technical skilled
future retirement employees helps employees
Expense for
to plan for financial spending effectively.
96.30
employee
In 2017, all employees were
59.00
56.35
training
comprehensively trained. Average training
hours can be divided according to work fields
(Million baht)
Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017
(404-1)
and genders as follows.

Learning Organization
MEA is committed to being a learning
organization in terms of developing and
heightening skills and knowledge essential
to work. Learning atmosphere is created in
the organization continuously in order to build
knowledge ground, transfer and maintain such
knowledge, called In Process. Each department
shall transfer and exchange knowledge
in work line through Knowledge Show
continuously, enabling knowledge exchange
about work improvement or best practices. This
results in an integration of knowledge in work
line or a knowledge improvement in higher
level. In addition, valuable knowledge and
experience from retired employees in general
and management levels is maintained in order
to transfer such knowledge and experience to
the next generation of employees.
Motivating employees to exchange
knowledge within the organization is a good
basis, which enables employees to apply
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such knowledge to improve inventions or innovations for
the organizational growth and this is MEA strategic plan.
Atmosphere of development is created to facilitate and
accelerate creativity and innovation. Development and
knowledge improvement and knowledge utilization are
promoted through different projects such as innovation
competition and Innovation Booth Camp. In 2017, there were
85 innovations, displayed in Academic Fair 2017 (Please see
more details in“Guidelines for innovation Creation” part).

Succession Plan & Talent Management Plan
MEA has formulated a development guideline for
potential leaders and employees, consisting of:
• Succession Plan for department directors and above
to prepare them for higher levels.
• Talent Management Plan for employees in level
4-7 to prepare them for beginning-level and
middle-level executives, focusing on optimizing
competency of potential leaders/employees
through actual practice or management.

Guideline for Employee Development Preparation to Support New Positions and Concern
about Employees whose Jobs are Cancelled
MEA realizes that among rapid change
of business operation context including digital
technology advancement or Bangkok Smart City
4.0, the organization needs change its operations in
consistent with such environment rapidly. In addition
MEA shall increase new services in consistent with
changing needs of electricity users which convenience
and urbanization are key focuses in order to maintain
its competitive ability. Therefore, knowledgeable and
potential employees who respond to the modern
context are essential to the organization in striving
for set goals and objectives.
MEA has offered master degree scholarships
for employees to study inside and outside the country,

with the aim of developing their competency and
increasing their expertise of distribution system and
other related fields. This can support employees’
operations in accordance with key competency and a
direction of MEA strategic plan. In addition, it steers
the organization to being MEA 4.0., with a focus on
technological advancement and international services.
In 2017 – 2018, MEA granted 15 scholarships in Smart
Grids Renewable Energy, business management
innovation etc.
Based on competency and manpower evaluation in preparing employees to be ready for changes,
the plans for employee management and to prepare
executives for Key Change is designated as follows.

Key changes include Under Ground, The MetGE, Manpower Management, Retail, Solar and
Charging Control Center
Operation

Output/Outcome/Goal

High-level executives
1. Formulate a plan for high-level executives for key changes.
2. Operate the plan and follow up outcomes.
3. High-level executives are leaders in corporate culture
promotion activities and ready for key changes.

Output
- High-level executives are role models for accepting key
changes and entrepreneurship.
Outcome
- High-level executives are key change leaders and
demonstrate entrepreneurship.
Goal
- High-level executives are role models for key change leaders
and entrepreneurship at 100% in 2021.
Output
1. Have workforce capacity to support Key Change, considering
from Productivity
2. Employees related to Key Change are developed and have
capacity to work.
Outcome
1. Have employees with capacity to work according to Roadmap
of Key Change effectively.
Goal
1. Have workforce capacity & capacity to support Key Change
effectively at 90% within 2021.

Employees
1. Study organizational structure and scope of responsibility
under responsible department for Key Change.
2. Review Manpower Factors.
3. Define short manpower framework (2018) and long manpower
framework (2019-2021) in accordance with Roadmap of Key
Change.
4. Recruit manpower for responsible department for Key Change.
5. Plan and design training and employee development to
support Key Change.
6. Organize training and employee development for target groups.
7. Follow up and evaluate training and development.
8. Define activities for corporate culture promotion for Key Change.
9. Promote culture as planned.
10. Investigate corporate culture.

In addition, MEA concerns about employees in some positions whose jobs are replaced by new
information technology. Therefore, MEA allows such employees to transfer to new positions and have
competency development training in according to new positions.
Based on following guideline for personnel development preparation to support new positions and
concern about employees whose jobs are cancelled, MEA was not informed about any complaints related
to such issues in 2017.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority
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Management Guideline for Occupational Health and Safety for
Employees, Business Partners and Electricity Users
(403-1, 416-1, EU25)

Occupational Health and Safety System for Employees
MEA focuses on prevention concept to protect life and property of employees, business partners and
electricity users. It is adherent to management guidelines consistent with related laws and standards inside
and outside the country. Such guidelines include State Enterprise Labor Relations Act, Occupational Safety,
Health and Environment Act, Occupational Health and Safety Management System (TIS 18001) and related laws
to ensure MEA employees’ health, safety and security in all worksites. There are 5 processes of occupational
health and safety management. (403-1)
Define and
review
policy

Formulate
plan in
accordance
with risk

Operate
the plan

Follow
up

Review
management

Quarter 4

Quarter 1

Implementation &
Operation

Checking &
Corrective Action

Quarter 4

- OH&S plan
- Training
- Communication
- Documentation
- Work control
- Work permit

- Follow up OH&S
plan
- Check List
- Incident
Investigation
- Internal Audit
- External Audit

- Occupational
- Danger identifiSafety, Health
cation and risk
and Environment management
policy
OH&S plan

- Review OH&S
management
to ensure
appropriate
operation

MEA reviews its policies and operational guidelines every year in the 4th quarter or when significant
incidents occur. MEA also operates in accordance with defined guidelines, follows up and improves operations
continuously. In 2017, operational guidelines and operations on safety are appropriate, sufficient and effective.
The guidelines and operations cover all operational processes and work in every department,
Proportion of employees in a position of
co-committee with employees and employers
about safety, health and environment in 2017

Chairperson, employer
or representative in
management level

Committee,
employee
representative in
management level

Committee,
employee
representative in
operational level

Safety officer in
professional level
as committee and
secretary

Staff serving on the committee for
health and safety at work
(employer)
Staff serving on the committee for
health and safety at work
(employee)
Ratio of employer to employee
Safety officer, professional level
(403-1)
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124
Person
124
Person
1:1
19
Person

Guideline for Employee Health Care

Office Employees

Since MEA focuses on employees’ health,
there is a preventive operation operated by a medical
team to offer health services. The services include
prevention and treatment for all employees. Medical
check for executives and employees are offered every
year.
In 2017, MEA has developed an application
called MEA Connext for MEA employees which is easy
to use on mobile phones. This application facilitates
a search of the organization data such as a name and
contact list of employees. It provides MEA information
and most importantly, it enables employees to track
their medical check results within 1-3 working days
after blood collection.
In addition, additional check i.e. physical and
health performance check based on risk assessment
exposed by safety officer is offered to employees
who expose to such risks every year; for example;
lead checking, hearing checking, visual checking,
lung checking are offered to employees who work in
tunnels. MEA focuses on preventive operations i.e.
providing medical knowledge and suggestive
practices to employees so that they understand
disease prevention and specific knowledge. As a
result, employees become more aware of health.
In 2017, there was 94.56 percent of employees and
related parties having medical checks.
MEA analyzes and synthesizes employees’
medical results to seek management guidelines
which reduce risks prone to diseases regularly. MEA
organizes proactive health activities/projects for all
employees including office employees and fieldwork
employees.

Office Syndrome is one of the significant
causes of illness especially among employees who
work in office. This results in employees’ health i.e.
eye ache, tiredness etc.
MEA organizes a project called Healthy Role
Model developed from a health card project and a
metabolic syndrome project. It aims to enable
employees to gain knowledge and change their health
behaviors such as way of life and emotion to prevent
and treat NCDs precisely, giving them good health in
the long run and reducing medical expenses.
In addition, there is a change of working
environment such as temperature, lighting, sound,
dust and chemicals to meet or to be higher than the
defined standard continuously.

HEALTH INSURANCE

123,00$
589,00$
70,00$
254,00$
1036,00$

Percent of employees and
related parties having medical
checks

Fieldwork Employees
Fieldwork employees of MEA are trained about
occupational health and safety and knowledge or skills
essential to their operations i.e. first aid continuously
prior to entering the worksites. This is to ensure that
fieldwork employees can operate their work safely.
Driving staff are employees MEA concerns
about. As a result, MEA defines and operates occupational health and safety policy among trained driving
staff to ensure that MEA employees can work safely.
That is:
• Safety drive training for driving staff
• Assess readiness of driving staff through
basis driving test and test of physical
performance affecting driving with special
driving tool. Driving staff are required to
pass training as MEA requires and possess
a MEA driving license.

94.56
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• Assess vehicle availability and check vehicle conditions before each trip for safety. Vehicle parts are
checked regularly.
In addition, safety equipment is installed in all vehicles as defined in the scope of vehicle rent in
procurement process.
As a result, there were no accidents and complaints related to driving staff ignorance in 2017.

Outcome
Accident Index
SQDI
0.1096

0.0215

Work hours without accident
(million-hour)
6.6
6.2
5.5

0.0355

Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017

Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017

Time of accidents leading to injury and death
of organization’s asset
(EU25)
37
23
20
1
Year 2015 Year 2016 Year 2017
Injured
Died

Guideline for Occupational Health and Safety for Business Partners
and Electricity Users
(416-1)

MEA has assessed 100% of organizational
operations to seek risks and to define management
guideline to ensure that the operations related to
stakeholders and departments are safe and do not
affect the society and the environment. MEA has
found that one of the significant operations related
to business partners and electricity users is working
near high-voltage electrical wiring. This may lead
to death or being disabled and have wider impact
under ignorance. Statistically, such situation occurs
because entrepreneurs and operators lack
knowledge and understanding about danger of
working near high-voltage wiring.
Realizing the importance of such issue,
MEA organized a free seminar called “Safety for
Working near High-Voltage Wiring 2017” for those
who worked with communication lines. The seminar
was organized 2 times. Participants gained
knowledge and understanding about danger and
operation near high-voltage wiring, MEA power
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distribution system, law about electricity safety, safety
operational guideline for working at high place,
helping victim on electrical pole and Cardio Pulmonary
Resuscitation (CPR). In addition, there was an exchange
of opinions and experience with expert speakers to
prevent and reduce risk of accident when working near
high-voltage wiring.
Based on operational performance in 2017, there
were no accidents caused by working near high-voltage
wiring from operators trained by MEA.
In addition, MEA concerns about safety among
customers and people. MEA communicates and
publicizes about electrical safety and basic practice
related to electrical safety. This includes safe and
efficient electrical consumption, ground wiring/
earth-leakage circuit breaker, helping victim from
electrical injury and cautions of torn high-voltage wiring.
This can be accessed on MEA’s website (www.mea.or.th)
under “Electrical Safety” topic.

Guideline for Service Development for Electricity Users
MEA has realized about behavioral changes or change in life style among consumers, resulting in
needs of more convenience and rapidity at everywhere and every time. This factor supports MEA’s operation
in developing services continuously. In the past years, MEA improved services by integrating technology with
services to create a modern innovation to serve consumer needs or changing life style and to offer services at
everywhere and every time.
MEA is committed to creating innovations and products continuously to improve satisfaction and
services to meet global standards. Products/services serve each customer group based on customer cycle and
are consistent with strategic plan 2017-2021, Strategy 2 with the aim of enhancing service quality. Significant
operations are as follows.
Residential customers
Operation

Operational Results

Doing-business customers
Operation

Operational Results

New/
additional
request

• Develop “MEA
• Reduce time spent Reduce processes
Service Tracking”
on installing
and time for
available on
electrical meter
electricity request.
www.mea.or.th
30(100) ampere,
• Develop MEA Smart 2 wires to 1 day.
Service 4.0

Reduce processes
and time for electricity
request from 5
processed, 37 days
to 2 process, 15 days.

While-using

• Service cars reach
• Reduce time and Prepare MEA Now
• Study guideline
the target site within
areas for electrical Project to serve
for reducing
15 minutes and fix
electrical outage in outage and reduce customer needs
the electricity to
in electricity in
underground wiring loss of power
return to normal
distribution system Bang Phli Industrial
system areas,
starting at The Old • Increase customer Estate and Bang Chan condition quickly.
• Overall satisfaction
service channels Industrial Estate.
Siam Plaza.
Significant operations increased.
• Develop services
are:
through MEA E-Fix
• Send service cars to
Application, with
solve problems in
the aim of solve
industrial estates
electrical problems
for 24 hours.
by professional
• Provide additional
electricians.
assistance and
advice about
electricity.
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Process Improvement for Service Development
Operation
Power failure • Develop Field Forces Management:
troubleshooting FFM by applying automatic operation
in fieldwork and power failure
troubleshooting.
• Apply GIS with FFM and integrate them
with MEA Smart Life that connects and
transfers data to operators, enabling
them to access the site quicker.

Operational Results
• Time spent on troubleshooting for key
customers is better than expected and the
service standard of ERC (33.26 minutes/time
from expected time of 180 minutes/time).
• Electricity users can inform a situation via
MEA Smart Life Plus.

• Reduce delivery time to customers
• Customer satisfaction increased.

Product
delivering

• Fully loaded vehicles
• Apply GPS to control trip and use
communication radios to communicate
with a delivery center.

Channels to
inform
customers

• Increase services on receiving electricity • Overall customer satisfaction increased.
bills via e-mail and notification system for
returning money from meter installation
and deposit via SMS.

Payment sys- • Offer Mobile Wallet via agent named
Air Pay (Thailand) and Rabbit Line Pay
tem
and extend payment methods via Visa/
Master Card on MEA Smart Life Plus
Application.

• Enhance electricity payment effectiveness.
• Overall customer satisfaction increased.

Electrical pole • Develop Hydraulic Pole Jack, starting from • Reduce time spent on demolition, enabling
grounding underground cables to achieve
modifying existing hydraulic equipment.
demolition
the goals.
process to
support underground cables

In 2017, MEA evaluated customer satisfaction toward
quality of electrical system and services. Opinions collected
from the evaluation are communicated to the executives and
related departments to define a development guideline, to
improve operational quality for MEA service provision and to be
consistent with customer needs and expectation.
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Customer satisfaction toward MEA services
Percentage of satisfaction among key
customers and related customers in 2017
84.10 86.50

Key customers
Related customers

Information Access among Customers and People
(EU24)

Realizing an access to accurate, rapid and quality information among stakeholders and the disabled
who have the equal rights to access information, MEA has defined and created several channels, consistent
with life style and differences of information access. In 2017, several development and communication channels
are as follows.
MEA Call Center
Call 1130 for 24 hours, available in Thai and English
MEA Smart-Life Application
Mobile application available in iOS and Android system. MEA Smart Life Version 3.0 covers needs,
support several e-Service and is easy and convenient to use. It supports a service connection with
other utility services according to the government policy in the future. MEA has planned to improve
MEA Smart Life to MEA Smart Life Plus for electricity users in business and industry sectors who
changed electrical meters to Automatic Meter Reading (AMR). It enables users to see and check
electricity usage data through nearly Real-time. It also communicates through Inbound and Outbound
to enhance quality service and increase community channels.
www.mea.or.th
www.mea.or.th is improved its web accessibility to provide convenience to the disabled who access
and use MEA’s website internationally and equally in accordance with WCAG 2.0 of W3C by the
Ministry of Digital for Economy and Society. MEA’s website is designed in Responsive Design to support
mobile device and web browser in several screens i.e. Desktop, Notebook, Ipad, Tablet, Smartphone.
As a result, it can display the website automatically and is easy to read and to access according to
the ministerial regulations of criteria, methods and conditions for information access and usability,
communication, telecommunications, information technology and communication, facilities for
communication and public services for the disabled B.E. 2554.

Survey results of people’s opinions toward the organization’s information in 2017
percent

Significance and usefulness

percent

Accuracy and Reliability

percent

Easy to Access

percent

Clear and Understandable

In 2017, there were no complaints about communication defects and no complaints about health and
safety caused by electricity consumption.
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Service Responsibility and Dealing with Complaints
(417-2)

MEA has operated in accordance with Act
and related standards related i.e. Occupational
Safety, Health and Environment Act B.E. 2554,
State Enterprise Labor Relations Act B.E. 2543. For
industrial standard, MEA has operated by referring
to TIS 18001 – 2554 (Occupational Health and Safety
Management System) and by several certifications
i.e. ISO 9001:2008 (Quality Management System),
ISO/IEC 27001:2005 (Information Security Standard),
ISO/IEC 17025:2005 (Competence of Testing and
Calibration Laboratories Standard), ISO 22301
(Business Continuity Management Standard), ISO
26000 (Social Responsibility Standard). For marketing
activities, MEA focuses on customer and people
recognition of quality power distribution system.
MEA has implemented processes to deal with
complaints. Complaints are collected from several
channels i.e. MEA Call Center, Damrongdhama

Center, social media and others. The collected complaints
are registered through complaint report system. Analysis
of the complaints is carried out to seek causes. Then, the
complaint is solved and a complainer will be informed.
The results are reported to a responsible department and
solve such problem as soon as possible. This process is
consistent with ERC’s standard regulations that takes 15
days after the date MEA receives a complaint. Unsolved
complaint will be periodically reported to a customer
and complete date shall be identified. MEA will
immediately inform a customer when a complaint
is solved. All information from every process will be
recorded in the system.
In 2017, there were no prosecution or complaints
about marketing communication that violated the law
or affected stakeholders. There were no reports no
judgment in a lawsuit regarding the procurement and
use of products and services.

Complaints
• Employees
Contact MEA Ploen
Chit or branches
Call Center
1130

• Operation
• Equipment
• Cooperation
among
organizations
• Finance
• Others

Responsible
department
informed

Solve
problems
7 days
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Case
completed

Social and Environmental Concern
Community and Social Care
(413-1)

Business operation of power
distribution system is related to people,
communities and stakeholders in service
areas. Establishing and maintaining good
relationship between communities and
stakeholders around service areas is a key
to operational success. MEA emphasizes
on establishing good relationships
between people, communities and
stakeholders in responsible areas.

MEA has operated in accordance with MEA strategic
plan 2017-2021, Strategy 5 “Social Acceptance
and Reliability” steered through MEA Strategic
Plan and Sustainability Plan 2016-2021 (1st Revision),
developed in accordance with ESG Concept
(Environmental, Social and Governance). The focus is
on the organizational operation with responsibility of
society and the environment and good governance.
This drives MEA to strive for being an organization
with social concern.

Guideline for Social Care of MEA
MEA selected key communities in accordance with defined criteria to establish good
relationships and grow the communities sustainably. MEA operates within the communities
through following activities.

Improve power
system to be available
and safe

Provide knowledge
about safe and
effective electricity
consumption and
first aid

Develop key communities
to become economically,
socially and environmentally
sustainable in the aspects
consistent with organization’s
key competency or knowledge

This results in key communities with safe electricity consumption, energy and
environmental awareness and strong economy, which improve communities to become
sustainable communities. It develops cooperation and establishes a network among MEA’s key
communities that coordinates, publicizes, communicates, informs information and receives
social concern quickly, enabling effective operation. It also reduces complaints from communities.
Therefore, in 2017, there were no complaints from key communities.
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Overall Social Care for Key Communities by MEA
Define/review criteria
for selecting key
communities

Select key communities
based on the criteria and
priorities

Operate in
cooperation with
communities

Survey/evaluate expectation,
concern and need
Define operational plan
and activities

Criteria for
selecting key
communities

Type 1: Communities to be affected by
MEA business operation i.e. communities
close to/surrounding power stations/
manufacturing or repairing facilities of
distribution system.
Type 2: Communities outstanding for
culture, local wisdom, local resource
conservation, eco-tourism.
Type 3: Communities that MEA supports
according to the government policy i.e.
schools, hospitals.

Evaluate and improve
operational guideline

Operational
goals

Develop good relationships between MEA and key communities.
Develop key communities to become sustainable communities.

To enable effective relationships, MEA has defined a plan
for community and social care under a Sustainably Plan 2016-2021
(1st Revision) i.e. Community Strengthening Project, Lighting Community
Project, Energy Mind Award, Promotion of Safe Operation for Power
System.
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Sample of Community and Social Projects in 2017
Project

Operation

Operational results

Value gained by community
and society
Safety of Economic Becoming Energy and
life and strength sustainable environment
property
communities

1. Community Strengthening Project
• Improve power system • Power system in 54
in key communities to be target key communities
available and ensure that are available and safe.
public power system has • More than 4,500 People
in target key communo risk.
• Provide knowledge and nities have knowledge
demonstrate how to and understanding about
rescue electrical victims effective and safe usage
to ensure that people can of electricity.
care for themselves and
their communities.
• Organize recreation
activities and professional
training.
• Promote products from
communities.

/

Professional electricians • Equip target groups with • 43 electricians receive
knowledge about power professional electrician
system, electrical equip- training and get profesment related to daily life sional standard certifiso that they can primarily cates from Department
inspect unusual situation of Skills Development.
and can develop as their • In the course of developoccupations legally i.e. ing MEAE-fix application
electricians working in for gathering professional
communities, not certified and certified electricians
according to professional to increase a choice to
standards by MEA. Provide provide convenience for
lecturers and necessary electricity users.
electrical equipment.

/

Power system
development,
knowledge enhancement
and sustainability for
community

/
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Project

Operation

Operational results

Value gained by community
and society
Safety of Economic Becoming Energy and
life and strength sustainable environment
property
communities

Activities to enhance
sustainability in target
communities*

• Strengthen target commu- • Target communities gain 		 /
nities in accordance with knowledge and initial
Civil State by supporting budget for professions
essential resources i.e. to support community
budget, knowledge, members to rely on
sufficiency economy, themselves as defined
professions, household by MEA at 100%. Sample
account management. of supported community
Support community include Koh Klang Comproducts and services munity (in service area
in accordance with of Klong Toey District).
corporate key business. MEA has supported Solar
Cells for lighting system
inside the community
and dripper system used
for watering vegetables
in the community’s
shared area.

Young MEA:
Environmental
Conservation
Community

• It is a continuous projects • 122 participants have 				 /
for 10 years, focusing on gained knowledge about
raise awareness among environment and are
young people about able to expand such
environmental conserva- knowledge in their
tion i.e. soil conservation, communities.
waste water treatment,
garbage management
and making stuff from
unwanted objects, enable
them to apply such
knowledge in daily life.
• Prepare activities to
exchange knowledge
between communities
and target young people.
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/

/

Project
Installation and
maintenance of public
power system and
power distribution for
CCTV under agencies
in the area.

Operation

Operational results

•Install and maintain
public power equipment
and distribute power to
CCTV installed in target
communities, making
them available and
can provide continuous
lighting, especially in
risky areas.
•Publicize and provide
knowledge about safe
and effective electricity
consumption

• Install and maintain
public power equipment
and CCTV, making them
continuously available in
89 communities.
• Target communities
have sufficient lighting in
public areas, especially
in risk-prone areas. This
reduces risks that may
occur in dark spots.

Value gained by community
and society
Safety of Economic Becoming Energy and
life and strength sustainable environment
property
communities

/

2. Energy Mind Award Project
•It is knowledge provision, • 47 education institutions 				 /
competency and skill passed 5-star energy
development for environ- standard evaluation.
mental conservation for
young people, school
personnel to enable them
to integrate knowledge of
energy conservation and
environment in education
institutions with nearby
communities.

3. Plant Genetic Conservation Project under the Royal Initiative of MEA
•Maintain power distribution
system, air-conditioning
system and power generators of a Tissue Nursery
Building and Chitralada
Plant Bank where plant
genetic, plant sample,
living plant elements and
plant issue or DNA are
kept to conserve plants
and biological diversity in
the country.

• M E A h a s o p e r a t e d 				 /
the project in 2 areas
including Chitralada
Palace, Dusit, Bangkok
and Koh Samae San,
Sattahip, Chonburi.
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Project

Operation

Operational results

Value gained by community
and society
Safety of Economic Becoming Energy and
life and strength sustainable environment
property
communities

• Monitor power system on
Koh Samae San. Maintain
power generators and
power system every year.
This is an expansion of
research site to accelerate
research on natural
resources in the sea and
on island, which widens
knowledge ground for
basic living and for
economic development
in the future.

4. Others
Ground wiring system
for water machines

• Ground wiring system
for water machines was
installed at 50 schools
and was maintained at
532 schools

/

Installation/Replacement • Install public lights at • Install public lights at 190
of lights at risk-prone sites risk-prone areas for risk-and-crime-prone
safety in people’s life areas.
and property.

/

• Install and maintain
ground wiring system
for water machines at
schools under Bangkok
Metropolis and service
areas.

*Key communities defined by MEA
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Guideline for Environmental Management
(302-1, 305-1, 305-2, 305-3)

Nowadays, environmental problems are
significantly severe. Limited natural resources and
pollution problems affect daily life and business
operations directly and indirectly, in local, national and
global levels i.e. impacts from climate change which is
a global problem. The main cause is from greenhouse
gas caused by combustion of fossil. Such combustion
is from fuel combustion from vehicles or combustion
in electrical generation. Therefore, effective use of
electricity or using renewable energy or avoidance of
fossil fuel helps reduce problems from climate change.
MEA, a power distributor in urban areas,
who has mission of sustainable management
development and social and environmental
responsibility, has operated in accordance with
Strategy 5: Social Acceptance and Reliability. Its
focus in on establishing reliability, creating changes,
strengthening society and environment under MEA
Strategic Plan 2017-2021. This plan emphasizes
on mitigating impacts caused by organizational
operations directly and indirectly. MEA focuses on
changing process or work process, using environmentally friendly equipment (i.e. energy-saving
equipment) and raising awareness among employees
to care for the environment. MEA has integrated and
improved its operations to become environmentally
friendly, under the Green Office Project. MEA has
also operated in accordance with the organization’s
mission under activities/plans/projects relating to
energy (electricity and fuel), water (water saving and
wastewater management), reduction of paper, which
is consumable stuff, waste management, reduction
of greenhouse gas emission caused by organizational
operations, in accordance with related laws and
environmental guidelines.

In addition, MEA has expanded knowledge
of safe electricity consumption and power energy
conservation to electricity users to raise awareness,
change behaviors in accordance with energy
conservation, avoidance of risk behaviors prone
to electrical danger though activities/projects i.e.
MEA Energy Saving Building.
MEA emphasizes on reduction of environmental impact caused by its products and services,
considering from design, utilization and disposal/
treatment in accordance with life style of electricity
users who need convenience. For example, MEA
designed a system, enabling electricity users to use
online payment so that they do not need to come
and make a payment at an office during work hours.
This can reduce travel expense, fuel consumption
and greenhouse gas caused by vehicle combustion,
leading to climate change, an important environmental
problem in a global level. It also reduces traffic
congestion during work hours.
In environmental operational process, MEA
implements an evaluation and follow-up process in
organizational level regularly and continuously. This
enables the organization to strive for being a leading
enterprise in electricity business globally which can
manage its organization sustainably with social and
environmental responsibility at the same time.
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Overall Environmental Guidelines in 2017

(302-1, 303-5, 305-1, 305-2, 305-3, 306-2)

Sample of operation

Operational outcome in 2017

Air-conditioning – Operate according
to a plan for maintaining
air-conditioning equipment at 100%.
- Replace/change effective chillers
as planned.

Greenhouse gas in accordance
with Operational Control Approach
reduced at 60,895.22tCO2e.

Lights – install LED lights within
head offices and district offices.

Electrical consumption reduced
4.92 tera joules.

Fuel

Maintain and repair as planned.
Provide electrical cars for the
organization’s business.

Fuel consumption reduced 2.88 tera
joules.

Water

- Replace equipment/sanitary
wares with saving equipment
as planned.
- Replace existing faucets with
water-sensing faucets as planned.

Water consumption increase 55,785
cubic meters due to the expansion
of service areas.

Implement biodegradable
wastewater treatment before
releasing.

Wastewater from buildings is treated
according to the standard at 100%.

- Change work method to
e-Document for office paper work.
- Reuse paper

Overall paper procurement reduced
as set.

Waste management process is
managed appropriately. The focus
is on recycling and choosing
the most appropriate and
environmentally-friendly
treatment and disposal methods.

Manage waste according to
the guideline at 100%.

Electricity

Wastewater

Paper

Waste and
hazardous waste
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Green office

(302-1, 303-5, 305-1, 305-2, 305-3, 306-2)

MEA has a goal to improve its operations to
be environmentally friendly through Green Office
implementation in 2015. This project enables all
employees in the organization take part in reducing
environmental impacts by promoting changes of
behaviors about energy consumption and resources
worthily and effectively, managing waste systematically and efficiently, caring for working environment
suitably and selecting environmentally friendly
equipment to reduce greenhouse gas at workplace.
Nowadays, MEA has offices participating in the
project and certified as green offices at an excellent
level (G-Gold) in 6 areas i.e. MEA head office, MEA
Ratchaburana Office, office building and terminal
station Chit Lom, power system control department,
MEA Nonthaburi Office and MEA Bang Yai Office. These
buildings implement 7 principles to steer systematic
operations as follows.

Section 1
Organizational Management
Appoint Green Office committee
to analyze and evaluate
environmental issues and
resources utilization within
areas.

Section 3
Energy and Resource Utilization
Collect data on energy and
resource utilization to improve
operational measures for
effective consumption.

Section 2
Green Office Operation
Raise awareness among
employees through
communication channels

Guideline for Energy Management
(Electricity and Fuel)
(302-1)

Realizing the importance of energy conservation,
MEA has formulated a plan to develop the organization
to become a low-carbon organization in 2017-2021,
with the aim of reducing accumulated carbon dioxide to
50,000 tons in 2021. MEA will change equipment, change
employees’ and the society’s behaviors to accelerate
and raise awareness about effective and safe energy
consumption through several projects/activities.

Guideline for Electrical Management in
Office Building

MEA is committed to energy management along
with reduction of energy consumption, with the aim
of being a low-carbon organization under a strategic
plan. There are many significant projects/activities. MEA
has considered and prioritized the number of energy
consumption within office buildings and used such data
for energy management through activities/projects. For
example, there is an implement of a maintenance plan
for equipment inside air-conditioning system
Section 5
Environmental Management
since it is found that dirtiness of equipment
inside and outside organization
inside air-conditioning system is a key cause
Establish environment inside and
outside office to be appropriate
of more energy consumption and wastage, etc.
for employees’ operations
Section 6
Environmentally friendly products
and services procurement
Define policy of environmentally
friendly products and services
procurement

Section 4
Waste Management
Define guidelines for waste
management within office
systematically.

Section 7
Continuous Development
Collect data and evaluate the
project to follow up process
and success.
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In addition, the Building Energy Management
System (BEMS) was installed in the Metropolitan
Electricity Authority Office to collect data on electricity
consumption as a database to formulate a development plan for energy management inside office
buildings of MEA, with the aim of increasing effective
energy consumption. In 2017, MEA plans was 100%
implemented.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority has also
improved and installed energy management
technology and solar-cell roof is installed at MEA
Office to maximize effective energy consumption
with non-polluted renewable solar energy.

Power generation

15 buildings

1 megawatt

Reduce

250

Tons/year

Future Plan for MEA Zero Energy District
Metropolitan Electricity Authority is committed
to becoming a Zero Energy District by installing a
solar rooftop with energy storage system used as a
source of renewable energy for buildings. It is grid
connected inside the buildings. During daytime, some
power energy from solar panels will be used inside the
buildings. The remaining energy is stored in the energy
storage system to be used when there is no sunlight
or at nighttime. The project began at the office and
factory buildings, shipping and logistics department
at MEA Bang Phut Office, Nonthaburi.
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Guideline for Fuel Management within
Metropolitan Electricity Authority
In MEA’s operational process including power
distribution system and services, it is necessary to
travel by several vehicles such as small or big cars
electric cars. This can affect traffic condition, especially
inside-Bangkok area during rush hours. Therefore,
MEA has planned travel routes to select the shortest
route to save fuel, avoid traffic congestion during
rush hours and avoid using large electric vehicles at
daytime to reduce impacts on traffic. In 2017, there
are no traffic complaints caused by MEA vehicles. In
addition, there is also a new way of sorting things or
electrical equipment on mobile cars, giving full space
for transportation and more convenience. It reduces
the number of trips travelled for transportation, which
contributes to fuel saving inside the organization.
MEA also pays attention to training of vehicle
drivers on proper driving, energy saving and safety
driving on a regular basis every year. In the past
years, employees were trained at 100% and no fatal
accidents were caused by driving. All vehicles used for
MEA’s work were inspected as scheduled and engines
are ensured in good conditions at least twice a year.
This is an another plan that has helped MEA to use
vehicles effectively. There is complete combustion
for engines that meet the standard, By 2017, no MEA
vehicles were charged with smoke. Maintaining
cars in good condition will reduce the rate of fuel
consumption. It is a guideline for the organization’s
fuel consumption.
For new vehicles to replace, MEA emphasizes
on selecting vehicles compatible to renewable fuel or
that have low combustion or low pollution emission.
MEA currently selects new vehicles compatible with
ECE R.83-05 standard or EURO 4 standards, which
reduces air pollution emission from combustion. It is
a way to reduce impact caused by climate change.

Energy Consumption
Within Organization

Year Year Year Year
2014 2015 2016 2017

Electricity
(Tera Joules)

127.01 130.63 134.77 129.85

Fuel
(Tera Joules)

50.87 57.11 116.74 113.86

Remark: Calculation standard / Conversion Factor used in
calculation – calculate from energy consumption multiplied
by conversion factors from a report of equilibrium of Thailand
2016 by Department of Alternative Energy Development and
Efficiency (DEDE) (302-1)

Guideline for Energy Conservation
Promotion among Electricity Users
and the Public
MEA Energy Saving Building
MEA, as a power provider, provides quality,
sufficient electricity that serve needs of electricity
users in both government and private sectors for
large buildings and industrial factories within MEA
services areas. MEA has set up a project to promote
improvement of energy efficiency in buildings under
the campaign “Find the Best Energy Saving Building
of Metropolitan Electricity Authority”, operated under
the Energy Saving Building competition. The project
has continuously continued since 2012 onwards.
The project is a competition of building design that
promotes reduction of energy consumption solidly.
It encourages buildings implement practical energy
conservation measures which result in energy saving
and raises awareness among employees in all levels.
The competition is divided into 2 levels:
Level 1: “MEA Energy Saving Building” and Level 2:
“MEA Excellent Energy Saving Building”. The criteria
are different. When buildings pass the set criteria,
they will receive Energy Certificates certified by MEA
displayed at the buildings. Currently, there are 199
buildings granted the certificates at Level 1, according
to the MEA Index (Management of Energy Achievement) developed by MEA the indices for energy
consumption.

The total energy saving within 5 years can
be summarized as follows. Electricity consumption
can be reduced by 39.46 million units, representing
154.79 million baht or equivalent to 22,973 tons of
carbon dioxide. Please scan the following QR Code
for additional information.

Guideline for Promoting the Use of
Electric Cars
Being aware of environmental issues,
Metropolitan Electricity Authority has investigated
environmental changes, especially in modern
technology to create mechanisms to reduce pollution
affecting the environment and public health. It is found
that electric cars are an innovative invention for the
environment. This is an increasing alternative in many
countries. It is also consistent with the government’s
policy to promote sustainable use of electric vehicles
in Thailand. MEA aims to prepare, promote and plan
for solid use of electric vehicles in the future through
projects and activities as follows.
• Provision of electric cars and fast chargers under
Metropolitan Electricity Authority for research and
study.
• Participate in a working team to study and prepare
a development plan for electricity infrastructure to
support Thailand’s electric vehicles and to prepare
for electrical infrastructure to support Thailand’s
electric vehicles.
• Participate in a subcommittee on drafting industrial
electric vehicle charger standards to draft standards
related to electric vehicles.
• Define standards and provision of installation and
electrical advice for vehicle charging stations to
support electric vehicles.
• Prepare availability of power distribution system
to support 200 buses of the Bangkok Mass Transit
Authority in Bangkok Metropolitan area.
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Guideline for Reduction of Greenhouse
Gas Emission
(305-1, 305-2, 305-3)

Metropolitan Electricity Authority realizes and
give priority to climate change and global warming,
which is a matter the global community is putting an
effort to address. MEA has prepared a Greenhouse Gas
Emissions Report or Carbon Footprint in accordance
with carbon footprint assessment of the Thailand
Greenhouse Gas Management Organization (TGO). This
aims to identify sources and activities that cause greenhouse gas and to manage greenhouse gas emission.
Informed and recognizing sources and
activities that create greenhouse gas, MEA has planned
and defined a management guideline through a
development plan for being a low-carbon organization
under the corporate strategic plan. This aims to reduce
greenhouse gas emission. Important projects/activities
include maintaining air-conditioning equipment inside
the building, etc. along with activities to promote
employees’ behaviors in accordance with Green Office
concept.
In addition to its commitment to reducing
greenhouse gas emission, MEA also aims to encourage
stakeholders, particularly customers and the public,
to reduce greenhouse gas emission through activities
such as MEA Energy Saving Building Project, promotion of electric cars etc. as discussed in the previous
section.
MEA has collected data and assessed greenhouse gas emission indirectly from other activities,
water consumption and the number of electrical
units, which help manage and support activities that
reduce greenhouse gas emission in the country in the
future.
In 2017, MEA emitted greenhouse gas as
defined by Operational Control Approach. The total
greenhouse gas reduction is 1,001,450.28 tons of carbon
dioxide equivalent (Scope 1 and 2), divided into:
1) Direct greenhouse gas emissions is 12,940.84 tons
of carbon dioxide equivalent (Scope 1);
2) Indirect greenhouse gas emission from energy
consumption is 988,509.44 tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent (Scope 2);
3) Other indirect greenhouse gas emission is
29,513,073.78 tons of carbon dioxide equivalent
(Scope 3).
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Operational Results of Reduction of
Greenhouse Gas Emission Activities
(305-1, 305-2, 305-3)

Operational Control Approach
Year
2016

Year
2017

12,030.27

12,940.84

1,050,315.23*
Indirect
greenhouse Ton of carbon (1,048,871.75)
dioxide
gas emission
equivalent
from energy
(tCO2e)
consumption
(Scope 2)

988,509.44

Unit
Direct
greenhouse
gas emission
(Scope 1)

Other indirect
greenhouse
gas emission
(Scope 3)

29,630,127.17* 29,513,073.78
(29,589,405.81)

Remark* The year 2016 is set as a baseline
Reference is made to carbon footprint assessment
guidelines of Thailand Greenhouse Gas
Management Organization (TGO). Use GWP from
the climate change assessment report issue
No. 4 of IPCC Fourth Assessment Report.
Recalculation of greenhouse gas emissions of
the baseline (2016) is carried out because there
is greenhouse gas emission from Thailand Grid
Mix Electricity as defined by TGO, changing
from 0.5813 to 0.5821 kgCO2e / kWh, effective on
January 1, 2017.

Guideline for Water Management
(Effective Water Consumption and
Wastewater Management) (303-5)
Water Consumption Efficiency within
Organization
Metropolitan Electricity Authority has set up
policies and guidelines for water management by
encouraging all department and employees to save
water, resulting in effective water management and
reducing external impacts. This is operated through
providing knowledge, increasing level of awareness
and inspecting water leaks within the organization.
Responsible departments shall address and inspect
water their consumption. The number of average use
of water in the previous year is used as baseline. If the
use of water is higher than the baseline, a letter will be
issued to seek cause and to reduce water consumption
to the set level. There shall be replacement of equipment that promote effective water consumption i.e.
changing existing faucets to automatic control system
or installing aerators at the faucets, etc.
In 2017, water consumption of Metropolitan
Electricity Authority was at 517,863 cubic meters
which increases from 2016 due to the expansion of
two operating locations i.e. New Bang Phli District,
Bang Phli District, Samut Prakarn.

year

2560

Water
Consumption

Cubic meters

Waste Management
A majority of wastewater generated by
Metropolitan Electricity Authority’s operational
activities is released from the buildings. It is wastewater
occurs in community. Such wastewater is treated by

biological methods, Bactericidal Aerator (SBR) and
Activated Sludge through Sequencing Batch Reactor
(SBR) and Submerged Contact Biodisc Aerator (SCBA) in
each MEA district. This applies Aerobic Bacteria as the
main agent to degrade organic matters in wastewater.
Metropolitan Electricity Authority follows
Promotion and Conservation of National Environmental
Quality Act, B.E. 2535. It collects statistics and data
to display wastewater treatment, equipment and
tools each day. Detailed record is kept as evidence.
Wastewater quality is examined by external laboratory
registered in private laboratories under the Department
of Industrial Works. Summary report is prepared and
submitted to the control organization at least once a
month. MEA has fully operated; therefore; there were
no complaints about wastewater from the organization.

Guideline for Waste and
Hazardous Waste Management
Waste and Hazardous Waste
Management from Operation (306-2)
Given priority to addressing waste and hazardous
waste generated by its operations, Metropolitan
Electricity Authority has prepared guideline for waste
and hazardous waste management of Metropolitan
Electricity Authority which is appropriate and in line
with the environmental standard/requirements. Three
types of hazardous waste i.e. electric lamps, car
batteries and electronic devices (electrical meters),
waste from operations, are initiatively studied.
In 2017, Metropolitan Electricity Authority
collaborated with The Petroleum and Petrochemical
College, Chulalongkorn University to create a
hazardous waste management manual (operational
version) to enhance knowledge and understanding
of hazardous waste management and to develop
guideline for hazardous waste management. In
addition, a database system and hazardous waste
manual are prepared. The organization has collected
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employees’ opinions related to hazardous waste in order to support monthly data collected. Workshops on
how to use the system are organized. Improvement and revision of the system is carried out after testing and
monitoring the collection of hazardous waste from relevant departments to facilitate hazardous waste data
collection. The acquired knowledge can be applied to maximize benefits of the operation, enabling sustainable
waste management.
In 2017, Metropolitan Electricity Authority managed three types of hazardous waste, properly processed
according to the set plan. The details of operations are as follows.

Types of Hazardous Waste
(306-2)

Disposal Process
Transport

Waste from digital electrical meters
3.502 tons

Dismantling parts for recycle and disposal

Waste from car batteries
(lead batteries, 65, 70, 85,
100 and 200 amperes)
8.606 tons

Hazardous waste management company

Waste from electric lamps
0.201 tons

*Remark: Information as of October - December 2017
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Dismantling Hazardous
Waste

Disposal Method

Aluminium/Glass

Recycle

Mercury and Phosphate Power

Landfill

Extracted metal

Landfill or Recycle

Plastic frames and plastic bits

Grinding and recycle

Lead sheets

Melt and recycle

Wastewater

Treat/stabilize and
recycle for metal
sheet melting

Valuable metal

Recycle

Non-metal (Print, Circuit, Board)

Extract valuable
metal and landfill

Plastic bits

Recycle

Others

Landfill and burning

Guideline for Service Development for Environmental Impact
Reduction Caused by Products and Services
MEA has been using various technologies to provide services to
customers to reduction of time so that they do not have to travel to MEA
district office to pay for electricity bills. This can reduce fuel consumption,
resulting in the reduction of greenhouse gas emission. It is a way to reduce
environmental impacts. In 2017, the operations have been further developed
from the previous year such as:
The development of electricity distribution system through online
payment agents to facilitate the use of electricity. Consumers can pay for
electricity bills for their outstanding balance and can pay for electricity bills
outside work hours in case of overdue with fine. MEA has launched new
service agents. Please check on website: www.mea.or.th/profile/115/120.
The development of electricity payment service and power
failure notification on “MEA Smart Life” Application” to receive payments
for electricity via credit cards and VISA. The system is connected through
2C2P (Thailand) Co., Ltd., “Easy Bills” and Counter Service Co., Ltd. and
Master Card is connected through 2C2P (Thailand) Co., Ltd.
Free SMS billing notification service to receive an electricity bill
via e-mail for general customers. Customer can apply for the service on
website: www.mea.or.th or MEA Call Center 1130. Electricity payment
refund status, electrical meter installation and return of deposit notification
systems via SMS.

Strictly adhering to
operations in accordance with
social and environmental
responsibility, MEA was not
reported any complaints or
environmental conflicts on
stakeholders in 2017. This
is because MEA has strictly
operated in accordance with
laws and regulations.
However, in case of
violation, Metropolitan Electricity
Authority will operate with
the goal of settling disputes
between Metropolitan Electricity
Authority and other parties to
prevent emerging disputes.
When the dispute occurs, it must
be settled as soon as possible.
The involved parties shall be
treated fairly according to the
law and ethics.

Customer

Overall society

• Reduce travel volume for
service payment/transaction
at MEA district office which
saves fuel, travel expense.
• Save travel time.
• Operate outside work hours.

• Reduce fuel consumption that helps reduce insufficient
energy problem.
• Reduce greenhouse gas emitted from engine combustion
that reduce climate change impacts.
• Mitigate traffic problems in urban areas by reducing travel
volume for service payment/transaction at MEA office.
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Award of Pride

MEA governor received a
certificate “Executive of the
Year” 2017

Sustainability Report Award 2017

Consolation prize from NACC Integrity Award 2017

Transparency Award for corporate operation
and “Role Model” for Anti-Corruption and
Good Governance Promotion 2017

G-Gold Award from Green Office
granted to MEA Nonthaburi,
MEA BangYai and
MEA Ploen Chit Clinic

Silver Award for Intelligent Pole Cutting
Machine from Genba Kaizen in Thailand
Kaizen Award 2017
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Award of Pride

An honorable shield
MEA Chiller Replacement with
Higher Efficiency Chillers
At MEA Office

Asia Responsible Entrepreneurship Awards 2018 in Green Leadership from
“Smart Metro Poles for Thailand’s Coast Protection”

Performance Summary Table
Corporate Information

Number of stations and transmission line system (EU4)
Unit
Year 2015
Year 2016
Terminal station
Station
17
17
Switching station
Station
1
1
Substation
Station
133
134
Transmission line system				
230 kV
Kilometer- circuit
49.54
57.53
115 kV
Kilometer- circuit
814.86
830.42
69 kV
Kilometer- circuit
901.14
902.30
Distribution system				
Overhead line
Kilometer- circuit
45,125.87
45,011.14
Underground cable
Kilometer- circuit
2,581.54
2,746.27

Year 2017
17
1
134
57.53
887.52
904.98
47,498.80
2,966.07

Number of electricity consumers classified by type (102-6, EU3)
Customer type
Unit
		
Residential group
Person
Business group
Person
Industrial group
Person
Government and non-profit organizations
Person
Total
Person

Year 2015
Number
3,028,948
436,455
45,906
10,729
3,522,038

Year 2016
Number
3,131,778
443,840
46,689
10,415
3,632,722

Year 2017
Number
3,223,016
423,511
46,529
10,256
3,703,312

Environmental Performance

Corporate energy consumption (302-1)
List
Year 2014
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017
Electricity (Tera Joule : TJ)
127.01
130.63
134.77
129.85
Fuel oil (Tera Joule : TJ)
50.87
57.11
116.74
113.86
Transformer oil (Tera Joule : TJ)
0.66
0.89
0.54
0.19
Remark Calculation standard/conversion factor for calculation is calculated form fuel consumption multiplied
by conversion factor from a report of equilibrium of Thailand 2016 by Department of Alternative Energy
Development and Efficiency (DEDE) (302-1).
Amount of total consumption water from water sources (303-5)
Unit
Year 2014
Year 2015
Amount of water supply
Cubic meter
522,993
514,921

Year 2016
462,078

Year 2017
517,863
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Corporate greenhouse gas emissions (305-1, 305-2, 305-3)
Unit
Direct greenhouse gas emissions (Scope 1)
Indirect greenhouse gas emissions from
power consumption (Scope 2)

Tons of carbon dioxide
equivalent (tCO2e)

Other indirect greenhouse gas emissions
(Scope 3)

Year 2016
12,030.27
1,050,315.23*
(1,048,871.75)

Year 2017
12,940.84
988,509.44

29,630,127.17* 29,513,073.78
(29,589,405.81)

Remark* The year 2016 is set as a baseline
Reference is made to carbon footprint assessment guidelines of Thailand Greenhouse Gas
Management Organization (TGO). Use GWP from the climate change assessment report issue
No. 4 of IPCC Fourth Assessment Report. Recalculation of greenhouse gas emissions of the baseline
(2016) is carried out because there is greenhouse gas emission from Thailand Grid Mix Electricity
as defined by TGO, changing from 0.5813 to 0.5821 kgCO2e / kWh, effective on January 1, 2017.

Volume of waste classified by type (306-2)
Year 2016
Unit
Recyclable General Hazardous Biodegradable
		 waste
waste
waste
waste
		 2,392.20 46,232.70 620.00
12,213.10
Volume of wastes classified by type Kilogram			 Year 2017
		 1,867.8
49,201.5
727.4
12,749
* Remark: Only the building of MEA head office January – December Year 2017

Paper
scraps
310.10
35

Social Performance
Number of employees of the organization (102-7, 102-8)
Number of employees classified by genders
Year 2015
Year 2016
Employee type
Unit
		
Male Female Total Male Female
Management
Person
870
334 1,204
889
373
Academic
Person
794
681 1,475
780
694
Office
Person
597 1,054 1,651
545 1,150
Technical
Person 1,804
6 1,810 1,661
5
Skilled technical
Person 1,387
- 1,387 1,524
Semi-skilled
Person
445
445
445
Field/service
Person
428
5
433
337
10
Total
Person 6,325 2,080 8,405 6,181 2,232
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Total
1,262
1,474
1,695
1,666
1,524
445
347
8,413

Year 2017
Male Female
865
360
790
700
517 1,144
1,657
5
1,454
435
355
8
6,073 2,217

Total
1,225
1,490
1,661
1,662
1,454
435
363
8,290

Number of contracted employees (102-8)
		
Employee type
Unit
Administrative affairs
Inventory worker
Document receiving-delivery
Receiving electricity bill payments
and other service fees
Total

Person
Person
Person
Person

Year 2014
Total
630
131
191
88

Year 2015
Total
630
132
201
95

Year 2016
Total
610
149
195
95

Year 2017
Total
610
141
181
88

Person

1,040

1,058

1,049

1,020

Number of new employees, resignation and termination of staff classified by age and gender (401-1)
		
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017
New
ResignaNew
New
All
staff
of
ResignaAll
staff
of
Resigna- All staff of
Unit
termina- employees tion
termina- employees tion terminaemployees tion
staff
tion
staff
tion
staff
tion
Male
Person 421
40
340
176
45
322
122
31
230
Female
Person 88
23
103
245
21
91
51
11
66
Total
Person 509
63
443
421
66
413
173
42
296
Age < 30
Age 30 – 50
Age > 50
Total

Person 454
Person 55
Person		
Person 509

37
16
10
63

43
33
367
443

318
103
0
421

55
10
1
66

62
130
28
43
323		
413
173

38
3
1
42

42
8
246
296

Employees to retire in 5 and 10 years classified by work type (EU15)
Number of employees in major lines to retire in 5 years and 10 years
5 years
10 years
Number of retiring employees Percentage Number of retiring employees Percentage
(Person)
(Person)
Engineers
5
0.22
35
1.54
Technicians
74
3.26
373
16.42
Total
79
3.48
408
17.97

Note: Percentage is the percent proportion of employees to retire in 5 years and 10 years compared to the number of current
employees in the positions of engineer and technician as of 31 December 2016.

Ratio of return to work and continuance in working after parental leave
		
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017
Employee type
Unit
Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total
Use of right to
Person		 8
8		 6
6		6
6
maternity leave
Taking leave to help
the wife to look
Person 25		 25
30		 30
53		53
after the child
Return to work after Person 25
8
33
30
6
36
53
6
59
using the right
Percent of returning to
%
100
100		100
100		100
100
work after using the right
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Ratio of staff taking posts in the joint committee of employees and employer
for health and safety at work (403-1)
Unit
Year 2015
Staff serving on the committee for
Person
95
health and safety at work (employer)
Staff serving on the committee for
Person
95
health and safety at work (employee)
Ratio of employer to employee
Person
1:1
Safety officer, professional level
Person
16

Year 2016

Year 2017

119

124

119

124

1:1
16

1:1
19

Staff who were union members (102-41)
Unit
Number of MEA employees
who were union members
Percentage of MEA employees
who were union members

Year 2515

Year 2516

Year 2517

Person

7,816

8,093

8,069

Percentage

92.99

96.20

97.33

Note: Percentage is the ratio of MEA staff who were labor union members compared to the total number of employees
as of 31 December 2017.

Number of times of accidents causing injuries - deaths due to the organization’s assets (EU25)
Group
Unit
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017
Staff		
Person
37
24
20
- Injuries
Person
37
23
20
- Deaths
Person
1
General public
Person
33
26
21
- Injuries
Person
23
17
10
- Deaths
Person
10
9
11
Total		
Person
70
50
41
Total number of staff training hours (404-1)
Average hours of all training classified by work line and gender
Year 2015
Employee type
Unit
Male Female
Management
53.0
48.9
Hours
Academic
87.7
51.2
Hours
Office
10.9
19.8
Hours
Technical
38.8
1.5
Hours
Skilled technical
52.7
Hours
Semi-skilled
9.3
Hours
Field/service
33.5
9.5
Hours
Total
44.6
34.4
Hours
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Year 2016
Year 2017
Male Female Male Female
61.4
58.1
19.36
7.97
71.8
55.5
16.79 12.72
18.3
32.7
2.23
8.39
39.7
65.0
15.91
0.14
85.9
9.62
10.5
0.93
0.14
359.7
1.5
5.93
71.7
44.0
70.79 29.22

Employees promoted each year classified by genders
Year 2015
Employee type
Unit
Male Female Total
Total
Person 993
571 1,564

Year 2016
Male Female Total
992
348
1,370

Number of directors and employees classified by level and gender (102-7, 102-8)
Total number of staff members classified by work type, gender and age group
Year 2015
Total
Year 2016
Total
Group

Board Manage Manage Staff of
ment ment other
staff staff lines
(From (From
level 12 levels
or above) 6-11)

Board Manage Manage Staff of
ment ment other
staff staff lines
(From (From
level 12 levels
or above) 6-11)

Year 2017
Male Female
Total
1,543 644
2,187

Year 2017

Total

Board Manage Manage Staff of
ment ment other
staff staff lines
(From (From
level 12 levels
or above) 6-11)

Gender
Male
11 17 853 5,455 6,325 14 17 872 5,292 6,181 10 19 846 5,208 6,073
Female
1
5 329 1,746 2,080
2
6 367 1,859 2,232
1
4 356 1,857 2,217
Age															
< 30
- 1,772 1,772
1 1,818 1,819			 1 1,671 1,672
30 – 50
- 585 3,661 4,246
1
- 581 3,395 3,976
1
505 3,236 3,741
> 50
12 22 597 1,768 2,387 15 23 657 1,938 2,618 10 23 696 2,158 2,877
Total
12 22 1,182 7,201 8,405 16 23 1,239 7,151 8,413 11 23 1,202 7,065 8,290
Employee satisfaction evaluation (102-43, 102-44)
Year 2014
Group
		
(Percent)
Percentage of core business satisfaction
82.00
Percentage of related business satisfaction
80.50

Year 2015
(Percent)
85.40
84.20

Year 2016
(Percent)
85.60
85.50

Year 2017
(Percent)
84.1
86.5
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Governance

Direct economic value and direct economic distribution (102-7, 201-1)
Economic details
Direct economic distribution
Revenues
Direct economic distribution
Operating costs
Employees wages and benefits
Money paid to the state / capital owners
Community investments
Economic Value Retained*

Total (Million baht)
Year 2016
Year 2017
192,311.67

190,591.41

164,495.14
9,308.37
7,040.66
89.33
11,378.17

165,343.77
9,257.81
5,059.50
75.23
10,855.10

Remark * Economic value Retained refers to yearly profit.

Ability to meet the demand for electric energy (EU6)
Unit
Utilization Factor
Percentage

Year 2015
57.28

Year 2016
56.51

Year 2017
53.27

Energy loss from power transmission and distribution systems (Energy Loss)
Unit
Year 2015
Energy loss
Percentage
3.35

Year 2016
3.32

Year 2017
3.14

Average frequency and duration of power failures (SAIFI, SAIDI) (EU28, EU29)
Unit
Year 2015
Average times of power failures (SAIFI) Time/1 Power User/Year
1.369
Average power failure duration (SAIDI) Minute/1 Power User/Year
35.700

Year 2016
1.351
39.963

Year 2017
1.234
36.551

Number of employees trained in the policy and operational procedure for anti-corruption
classified by employee type (205-2)
Year 2015
Year 2016
Year 2017
Employee type Number
Number
Number
All staff Percentage
All staff Percentage
All staff Percentage
(Person)			(Person)			(Person)
Management
94
1,204
8
488
1,262
39
299
1,292
23
Academic
156
1,475
11
414
1,474
28
194
1,453
13
Office
116
1,651
7
219
1,695
13
65
1,623
4
Technical
127
1,810
7
328
1,666
20
212
1,653
13
Skilled technical
86
1,387
6
173
1,524
11
9
1,451
1
Semi-skilled
93
445
21
58
445
13
48
433
11
Field/service
134
433
31
2
347
1
21
362
6
Total
806
8,405
10
1,682
8,413
20
849
8,267
10
Operation in response to corruption cases (205-3)
Number of cases that occurred and were identified as corruption
Total number of employees dismissed or suffering disciplinary action
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Unit
Case
Person

Year 2015
2
2

Year 2016 Year 2017
1
0
1
0

GRI Content Index
GRI Standard

GRI 101 : Foundation 2016
General Disclosures

(102-55)

Disclosure

Page Number (s) Omission
and/or URL (s)

12
102-1 Name of the organization		
13
102-2 Activities, brands, products, and services		
12
102-3 Location of headquarters		
12, 13
102-4 Location of operations		
12
102-5 Ownership and legal form		
13, 75
102-6 Markets served		
13, 20, 76, 79, 80
102-7 Scale of the organization		
13, 76, 77 ,79
102-8 Information on employees and other workers		
25
102-9 Supply chain		
No significant
102-10 Significant changes to the organization
change
		
and its supply chain		
18, 21-24
102-11 Precautionary Principle or approach		
29
102-12 External initiatives		
29-30
102-13 Membership of associations		
4-5
102-14 Statement from senior decision-maker		
15-16, 21-24
102-15 Key impacts, risks, and opportunities		
14, 19-20
102-16 Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior		
19
102-18 Governance structure		
26
102-40 List of stakeholder groups		
48, 78
102-41 Collective bargaining agreements		
26
102-42 Identifying and selecting stakeholders		
26-28
102-43 Approach to stakeholder engagement		
26-28
102-44 Key topics and concerns raised		
12
102-45 Entities included in the consolidated financial
		statements		
6, 8-11
102-46 Defining report content and topic Boundaries		
7, 8-11
102-47 List of material topics		
No significant change
102-48 Restatements of information		
6
102-49 Changes in reporting		
6
102-50 Reporting period		
6
102-51 Date of most recent report		
6
102-52 Reporting cycle		
7
102-53 Contact point for questions regarding the report		
6
102-54 Claims of reporting in accordance with the
		
GRI Standards		
81-84
102-55 GRI content index		
7, 85-86
102-56 External assurance		
13, 75
EU3
Number of residential, industrial, institutional
and commercial customer accounts			
13, 75
EU4
Length of above and underground transmission
and distribution lines by regulatory regime		
GRI 102 : General
Disclosures 2016
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

Material Topics : Economic
Economic Performance

Page Number (s) Omission
and/or URL (s)

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 8
19, 20, 80
103-2 The management approach and its components		
8, 16-17
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
GRI 201 : Economic
201-1 Direct economic value generated and distributed 19, 20, 80
Performance 2016				
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

Anti-Corruption		

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
GRI 205 : Anti Corruption 2016

Availability and Reliability
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
Electric utilities

Research and Development
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
Electric utilities

103-1
103-2
103-3
205-1
205-3

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary
103-2 The management approach and its components
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
Management approach to ensure short and long-term
electricity availability and reliability (former EU6)		

GRI 302 : Energy 2016

Water			

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1
103-2
103-3
302-1

103-1
103-2
103-3
GRI 303 : water and effluents 2018 303-5

Emissions			
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

GRI 305 : Emissions 2016
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8, 31
31-36, 80
8, 16-17
31-36, 80

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 8
37-38
103-2 The management approach and its components		
8, 16-17
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
37-38
Research and development activity and expenditure
aimed at providing reliable electricity and promoting
sustainable development (former EU8)

Material Topics : Environmental
Energy			
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 8
19-20, 21-22
The management approach and its components		
8, 16-17
Evaluation of the management approach		
Operations assessed for risks related to corruption 19, 20, 21, 22
19, 20, 22, 80
Confirmed incidents of corruption and actions taken		

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 9, 65
65-69, 75
The management approach and its components		
9, 16-17
Evaluation of the management approach		
65, 66, 67, 69, 75
Energy consumption within the organization		
Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 9
71, 75
The management approach and its components			
9, 16-17
Evaluation of the management approach		
66, 67, 71, 75
Water consumption		

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary 9, 65
65, 66, 67, 70, 76
103-2 The management approach and its components		
9, 16-17
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
65, 66, 67, 70, 76
305-1 Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions		
65, 66, 67, 70, 76
305-2 Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions		
65, 66, 67, 70, 76
305-3 Other indirect (Scope 3) GHG emissions		

GRI Standard

Disclosure

Effluents and waste

Page Number (s) Omission
and/or URL (s)

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
9, 71
103-2 The management approach and its components		
66, 67, 71-72, 76
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
9, 16-17
GRI 306 : Effluents and waste 2016 306-2 Waste by type and disposal method		
72, 76
Material Topics : Social

Employment

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
GRI 401 : Employment 2016
Electric utilities

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
9, 45
103-2 The management approach and its components		
45-48, 77
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
9, 16-17
401-1 New employee hires and employee turnover		
45, 77
EU15 Percentage of Employees eligible to retire in
77
the next 5 and 10 years broken down by job category
and by region

Occupational Health and Safety

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
10, 52
103-2 The management approach and its components		
52-54, 78
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
10, 16-17
GRI 403 : Occupational Health
403-1 Occupational health and safety management system 52-54, 78
		
and Safety 2018		

Training and Education
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
10, 48
103-2 The management approach and its components		
48-51, 78
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
10, 16-17
GRI 404 : Training and
404-1 Average hours of training per year per employee 48, 50, 78
Education 2016		

Local Communities			
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
10, 59
103-2 The management approach and its components		
59-64
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
10, 16-17
GRI 413 : Local Communities 2016 413-1 Operations with local community engagement,
59-64
		
impact assessments, and development programs		

Information
is unavailable
due to the
ongoing
process of
implementation in which
MEA will
collect data
and disclose
such information in
2021

Customer Health and Safety
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
10, 52
103-2 The management approach and its components		
52, 54, 78
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
10, 16-17
GRI 416 Customer Health and
416-1 Assessment of the health and safety impacts of 52, 54
Safety 2016		
product and service categories		
Electric utilities
EU25 Number of injuries and fatalities to the public
52, 54, 78
involving company assets including legal judgements,
settlements and pending legal cases of diseases.		
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GRI Standard

Disclosure

Marketing and labeling			

Page Number (s) Omission
and/or URL (s)

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
11
103-2 The management approach and its components		
58
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
11, 16-17
GRI 417 : Marketing and
417-2 Incidents of non-compliance concerning product 58
labeling 2016		
and service information and labeling		

Customer Privacy and data security
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016

GRI 418 : Customer Privacy and
data security 2016

103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
11, 39-40
103-2 The management approach and its components		
39-40, 44
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
11, 16-17
418-1 Substantiated complaints concerning breaches
39-40, 44
of customer privacy and losses of customer data		

Disaster/Emergency Planning and Response

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
Electric utilities

Access			

GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
Electric utilities

Provision of information
GRI 103 : Management
Approach 2016
Electric utilities
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103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
8, 38
103-2 The management approach and its components		
38-44
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
8, 16-17
Contingency planning measures, disaster / emergency 38-44
management plan and training programs, and recovery /
restoration plans (former EU21)		
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
11, 31
103-2 The management approach and its components		
31-35, 80
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
11, 16-17
Programs, including those in partnership with
31-35
government, to improve or maintain access to electricity
and customer support services (former EU23)		
EU28 Power outage frequency		
31-32, 80
EU29 Average power outage duration		
31-32, 80
103-1 Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary		
11
103-2 The management approach and its components		
7, 57
103-3 Evaluation of the management approach		
11, 16-17
Practices to address language, cultural,
7, 57
low literacy and disability related barriers to access and
safely use electricity and customer support services
(former EU24)




Assurance Statement

(102-56)

To Metropolitan Electricity Authority on the Sustainability Report 2017
Metropolitan Electricity Authority or MEA requested

the Foundation for Thailand Rural Reconstruction

Movement under Royal Patronage by the Thaipat
Institute to carried out an assurance engagement
response to the Sustainability Report 2017.
Criteria for report preparation
 The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability
Reporting Standards, in accordance with the
Standards using ‘Core’ option.
Criteria for assurance standards
 The AA1000 Assurance Standard (AA1000AS 2008).
Addressee

The intended users of this assurance statement are
the management of MEA and its associated
stakeholders.
Scope of Assurance

The scope of this assurance engagement based on
Type 1, Accountability Principles: evaluation of
adherence to the AA1000 Accountability Principles
and to the GRI Sustainability Reporting Standards in
accordance with ‘Core’ option. The scope of this
assurance engagement does not provide conclusions
on the reliability of the performance information.
Disclosures Covered

The assurance engagement is based on information
that is publicly disclosed on the Sustainability Report
2017 of MEA for the year ended 31 December 2017.
Limitation

The assurance engagement checks only the final
content, not in the final layout version.

Methodology

We carried out Type 1 moderate assurance in
accordance with AA1000AS. The Type 1 engagement
requires us to report on the nature and extent of
adherence to AA1000 APS. To achieve moderate level
assurance, we have used the criteria in AA1000AS to
evaluate adherence to AA1000APS. We undertook
the following procedures:

 Reviewed the policies, practices, management
systems and processes and performance
information to be included within the Sustainability
Report 2017 of MEA.

 Analyzed information on performance provided in
the Sustainability Report 2017 of MEA as a source
of evidence to evaluate adherence to the principles
and guidelines.
 Inquired the processes MEA undertaken to adhere
to the principles of inclusivity, materiality and
responsiveness.

 Assessed the extent to which MEA has applied the
GRI Reporting Standards including the Reporting
Principles and GRI G4 Electric Utilities Sector
Disclosures.
 Provided observations/recommendations to MEA
in accordance with the Scope of Assurance based
on defined criteria.
Findings and Conclusions

 Based on the scope of assurance using the
AA1000AS (2008), we conclude that MEA has
applied processes and procedures that adhere with
the principles of inclusivity, materiality and
responsiveness as set out in the AA1000APS (2008);
and

 Based on the scope of assurance using the GRI
Reporting Standards, we conclude that MEA has
followed Reporting Principle and Standard
Disclosures in a reasonable and balanced
presentation of information and consideration of
underlying processes for preparing the report.
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customers are involved in the development and
implementation of disaster/emergency plans.

Observations and Recommendations

Nothing came to our attention which caused us to
believe that the Sustainability Report 2017 of MEA
did not adhere to the Principles. To improve future
reporting of Sustainability in accordance with
AA1000APS, we have made following observations:




Inclusivity: The report shows various channels of
stakeholder engagements, stakeholder expectations,
practices to stakeholders as well as disclosures which
show sustainability performance results of those
actions.
Materiality: The report clearly illustrates its reporting
process, material topics including reasons why topics
are material, and the linkage between material topics
and their relevant information.
Responsiveness: The report demonstrates its intensive
response on the material aspects in relating to
corporate mission; reliable power distribution system,
excellent customer-oriented services and responsible
for society and environment. However, it is
recommended that the report should further be
provided the targets and timelines of its
commitment, the mean of the Governor’s response
as well as the determination of its measurement,
performance monitoring system and stakeholder
communications.

Performance on local communities shall be
indicated in term of percentage of operations
with
implemented
local
community
engagement and development programs.

Performance on effluents and waste shall be
indicated in terms of total weight of nonhazardous waste by disposal methods (e.g.
recycling, composting, landfill), including how
the waste disposal method has been
determined.

Competencies and Experiences

Thaipat Institute is a public organization established in 1999
with its roles in researching, training, and consulting in
corporate responsibility and sustainability practices. Thaipat
Institute is an AA1000AS (2008) Licensed Providers granted
by AccountAbility, the creator and proprietor of the AA1000
Assurance Standard. In 2010, Thaipat Institute has become
the first GRI Organizational Stakeholder in Thailand and has
been certified as GRI training partner in Thailand since 2013.
Our team has the relevant professional and technical
competencies and experience in corporate responsibility
and sustainability for several years.

For Thaipat Institute

To improve future sustainability reporting in relation
to GRI Reporting Standards, we have made the
following observations:
MEA has in place the underlying processes for
preparing the report content indicated on Standard
Disclosures including GRI G4 Electric Utilities Sector
Disclosures. It is observed that MEA has room to
improve on principles for ensuring report content
and quality, such as balance and comparability.
In addition to the recommendations, there are a
number of suggestions:
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General disclosures shall indicate percentage of
employees covered by collective bargaining
agreements

Performance on research and development
should be indicated in term of direct
expenditures by project.

Performance on disaster/emergency planning
and response should be indicated how the
community,
authorities
and
industrial

Assurance Statement

By Vorranut Piantam
Bangkok
24 Aug 2018



A Survey of Readers’ Opinions toward MEA
Sustainability Report 2017
MEA will use information from the survey to develop the sustainability
report in the next year. You can choose to express your opinions by filling
out the following questionnaire or scanning the following QR Code.
Thank you very much for answering.
1. Background information
Gender ❍ Female
❍ Male ❍ Other
Age ❍ Below 25 years old ❍ 25 – 40 years old
		
❍ 41 – 60 years old ❍ 60 years and above
Relationship with MEA
		
❍ General people
		
❍ Customer (an owner of electrical meter)
		
❍ Policy regulator (MEA regulatory
			 organization)
		
❍ Cooperative partner (person/juristic person
			 working with MEA with the shared
			 objectives)
		
❍ Business partner (person/juristic person
			 doing transactions with MEA)
		
❍ Key distributor (person/juristic person
			 signing product delivering contracts of
			 MEA power distribution system)
		
❍ Employee
		
❍ NGOs/non-profit organization
		
❍ Power business operator
2. Opinions and satisfaction toward this sustainability
report
Reading Objectives
		
❍ Want to know MEA
		
❍ Use for research/study
		
❍ Want to know environmental, social and good
			 governance operational information of
			 MEA

3. Level of satisfaction toward this sustainability report.
Please choose level of satisfaction from the most to
the least.
Completeness of the report
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
Materiality
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
Interest of the content
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
Understandability of the report
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
Format of the report
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
Transparency of information disclosure
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
Overall satisfaction
❍ Very much
❍ Moderate
❍ Less
4. Which topic in this sustainability report interests you
the most? Why?
…………………………………………………….................…………………………….................................
………………………………………………………................…………………………….................................

5. Which topic in this sustainability report interests you
the least? Why
………………………………………………………................…………………………….................................
………………………………………………………...................……………………………..............................

6. What topics do you want to see in the next report?
………………………………………………………................…………………………….................................
………………………………………………………................…………………………….................................

7. Additional suggestions
………………………………………………………................…………………………….................................
………………………………………………………................…………………………….................................
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